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1 INTRODUCTION
The SOLINSA project as a whole is concerned to identify effective and efficient approaches
for the support of successful Learning and Information Networks for Sustainable Agriculture
(LINSA) as drivers of transition towards Agricultural Innovation Systems for sustainable
agriculture and rural development. As part of this work, 17 individual LINSA have been
selected for study (Table 1), two in each of the eight countries participating in the research
programme and one pan-European one. For LINSA definition, selection methodology and
criteria consult the WP4 Synthesis Report Deliverable 4.2a (Ingram et al., 2013).
In evaluating these 17 LINSA, part of the work involved exploring dominant characteristics of
each LINSA. This report provides a synthesis of these characteristics for all 17 of the LINSA
taken together. In doing this becomes possible to pinpoint the main similarities and
differences between LINSA across these characteristics. This report refers to the report
Learning and Innovation Networks for Sustainable Agriculture: a Conceptual Framework
Deliverable 2.1 (Brunori et al., 2012). The empirical findings presented here will be used to
develop further and refine the conceptual framework which will be completed in WP8 and
reported in Deliverable 8.1 (Brunori, et al., 2014). Further insights into these characteristics
were gained from analysis of seven LINSA ‘show cases’ in countries outside the consortium,
as reported in the WP4 Show Case Summary Report (www.solinsa.net).

1.1 The Selection of Analytical Characteristics
From preliminary research into each LINSA and from the conceptual framework (Brunori et
al., 2012), a list of analytical characteristics was produced. This was discussed at length at
two project meetings. A long list of 10 characteristics that were shown to have significance
for LINSA was derived as follows:
1. Origin and Function
2. Scale
3. Level of Integration
4. Level of Innovation
5. Governance
6. Level of Learning
7. Links between AKS And LINSA
8. Temporality
9. Efficiency and Effectiveness of Support
10. Perspectives of Sustainable Agriculture
This report presents an analysis of results for the first six characteristics listed here. Links
between AKS and LINSA and Efficiency and Effectiveness of Support are examined in the
WP4 Synthesis Report Deliverable 4.2a (Ingram et al.,2013); Perspectives of Sustainable
Agriculture is analysed in a separate report, Perspectives on Sustainable Agriculture
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Deliverable 4.2c (Hermans, 2014) and Temporality was considered as part of Origin and
Function. They are described in Appendix 1 to this report and discussed fully in the report
Learning and Innovation Networks for Sustainable Agriculture: a Conceptual Framework
Deliverable 2.1 (Brunori et al., 2012).

1.2 Methods
In collecting information about these characteristics a common research guide and research
plan was produced so that data could be collected for each LINSA in a common format, for
subsequent comparison. This guide was produced through a series of working papers
discussed by the whole research team. A summary of the analytical questions to be used for
each LINSA and suggested methods to be used are set out in Appendix 2.
The transdisciplinary research methodology that underpins SOLINSA is described in the
Report on Evaluation of Transdisciplinary Learning in SOLINSA Deliverable 5.2 (Home,
2014). Each partner used participatory workshops and interviews with their respective LINSA
and a number of research methods appropriate to this approach. These are briefly described
in the individual LINSA reports and elaborated in Deliverable 5.2.
In this report, the main issues that arise as a result of this analysis are presented by
analytical characteristic, drawing out common themes across the LINSA and significant
differences, as appropriate. Each section is accompanied by tables listing the LINSA and
providing details of the analytical characteristic. For some characteristics not all LINSA are
listed, this is due to timing of the workshops not coinciding with the synthesis of the
analytical characteristic.

1.3 Definitions
Agricultural Knowledge System (AKS): The AKS describes institutionalised and
formalised tasks of research, education and advice, organizationally reflected in research,
education and extension/advisory institutes.
Learning and Innovation Networks for Sustainable Agriculture (LINSA): Networks of
producers, customers, experts, NGOs, SMEs, local administrations, as well as official
researchers and extensionists, that are mutually engaged with common goals for sustainable
agriculture and rural development - cooperating, sharing resources and co-producing new
knowledge by creating conditions for communication (Brunori et al., 2013).
Agricultural Knowledge and Innovation Systems (AKIS): this concept seeks to
encompass and influence the complexity of knowledge and innovation processes in the rural
sphere. It draws on the notion of Agricultural Innovation Systems (AIS) which is defined as ‘a
network of organisations, enterprises, and individuals focused on bringing new products,
new processes, and new forms of organisation into economic use, together with the
institutions and policies that affect the way different agents interact, share, access, exchange
and use knowledge’. AIS consists of, not just researchers, extension agents and farmers, but
all types of public, private and civil society actors, such as inputs and processing industry
actors, agricultural traders, retailers, policymakers, consumers and NGOs (EU SCAR, 2012).
2
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Table 1

List of LINSA

Brighton and Hove Food Partnership, England (E B&H)
This is a ‘network of networks’ concerned to improve the patterns of both food consumption
and production in a large urban area. There are strong links between voluntary organisations
(concerned with school food, organic food and over 60 community food growing projects) and
the local state. It now embraces over 200 organisations in the state, private and voluntary
sectors concerned with all stages of the food chain.
Permaculture Community (Permaculture Association and the Land Project), England (E
Perm)
The LINSA studied comprises: the project Leaning And Network Demonstration (LAND), its
parent body The Permaculture Association (PA), and the wider community of Permaculture
practitioners in England. The Permaculture community has originated outside of mainstream
agriculture and is operating outside public funding and established policy and knowledge
frameworks. It is a diffuse network of individuals, projects and groups all interested in, or
practicing, Permaculture (defined broadly as a design system for creating sustainable human
environments).
The European Organic Data network (EU Organ)
This organic market data network consists of a core group of members who formed an
OrganicDataNetwork project, and stakeholders, including data collectors and end users, who
are involved with organic market data in Europe. The network emerged to enable access to
relevant organic market data and seeks to involve stakeholders in the network formation by
conducting surveys and hosting workshops.
Réseau Agriculture Durable– Network for a Sustainable Agriculture, France (F RAD)
The Sustainable Agriculture Network is an informal network of farmers groups, created and
developed outside the AKS. The main objective of the RAD is improving the effectiveness of
the systems regarding ecological, social and economicissues. It emerged as an alternative
way of thinking about agriculture in response to gaps in AKS knowledge and practice. The
RAD involves 3000 farmers (from 2000 farms), mainly from the west of France, gathered in 32
groups. Learning is a top priority of the RAD who gives value to bottom-up view of innovation
and participatory learning processes I farmer groups The RAD is facing different opportunities
of development and needs to choose how to growth and expand its knowledge.
Charter of Good Agricultural Practices in Livestock production, France (F Charter)
The Charter for Good Agricultural Practices promotes the quality of the cattle profession in
France. It accompanies farmers in their practices (traceability, herd’s health, food, milk quality,
animal welfare and environment), helping them to meet the expectations of both their partners
and citizens. The Charter is the leading farmer quality assurance scheme in Europe and brings
together 105 000 farmers: over 90% of milk and over 77% of beef produced in France come
from a farm that adheres to the Charter. The Charter benefits from the expertise of engineers
from the French Livestock Institute and about 2500 technicians from extension organisation
and food industry. It was launched after the mad cow crisis in a context of mistrust between
food production and society; after twelve years of existence, the Charter needs to define new
actions and strategies to answer food chain’s, farmers’ and society’s needs.
Bavarian Rural Women’s Association, Germany (G Women)
The Rural Women's Group of the Bavarian Farmers Union in South Germany has a long
learning and innovation culture. The group was founded in 1948, as a subpart of the Bavarian
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Farmers Union. Today it numbers ~6.500 local women groups, 72 local chapters, 7 district
chapters, and one State Executive Committee. An essential part of the group is a diversified
educational work based on topics of direct relevance to farm women. The LINSA has a good,
acknowledged standing in society, but is considered as a small player in the AKS. They link
the farm sector with the health-, nutrition- and education-sectors.
German Agricultural Association, Germany (G DLG)
The German Agricultural Association (DLG) is a LINSA with a very long history of learning and
innovation around agriculture. It was founded in 1839 and very soon became the most
important knowledge broker in the German AKS. Today membership is ~25.000, these are
mainly farmers but also researchers or representatives from agribusinesss. Its main tasks are
to collect, discuss, and rearrange information and innovations related to agriculture and
disseminate them among its members. Effective networking is considered to be the key for
successful dissemination of information and innovations.
G7 (Local Food Council of Gödöllő), Hungary (H G7)
G7 is an informal network (voluntary partnership) of local organisations, entrepreneurs and
citizens in Gödöllő, a major city of the Budapest agglomeration, hosting the largest agricultural
university of Hungary. The main objective to which actors in this voluntary partnership are all
committed is to achieve a more sustainable and healthy food system for the town. They intend
to realise this through: (1) acting as information brokers – organising events, disseminating
information and building databases, connecting producers, customers, organisations,
entrepreneurs who want to support food sovereignty and sustainability; (2) acting in the
political domain, building social support and negotiating with local authorities for a local
sustainable food strategy.
The NATURAMA Alliance, Hungary (H Nat)
NATURAMA Alliance is a loose, informal network of networks of 9 Hungarian LEADER Local
Action Groups (LAGs). Created through a transdisciplinary action research project in 2009, NATURAMA soon became a self-maintaining domestic network, with a strong transnational
interest. Its main aim – creating knowledge, learning from each other and from best practices
in the EU – is in line with the LEADER approach, however, Hungarian AKS did not support
such activities. NATURAMA keeps regular meetings, organised study tours, ran shared
development projects, organised big events and provided expertise on various levels of rural
policy making and implementation.
Consorzio Vacche Rosse, Italy (I CVR)
Consorzio Vacche Rosse (CVR) is a cooperative dairy that produces Parmigiano Reggiano (PR) cheese from milk of Reggiana breed cows delivered by its members. Like most of the local
dairy farms and milk processing plants of the territory, CVR belongs to the larger Comunity of
Practice (CoP) whose geographical coverage is defined by the Code of practice of the PDO
cheese “Parmigiano Reggiano”. The community is strongly aligned with membership to the
“Consorzio di tutela del formaggio Parmigiano Reggiano” (CFP R) that is the depositary of the
PDO collective brand.
Association for Solidary Economy Crisoperla, Italy (I Crisop)
Crisoperla is a cultural non-profit organization which emerged in 2006 to promote organic
farming and organic production, encouraging synergies between producers, consumers and
technicians. It operates mainly in the Tuscan Province of Massa Carrara and, partly, in the
Province of La Spezia, in adjacent Liguria Region. The actors of the network belong to different
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social groups: organic farmers (producers of vegetables, honey, wine, oil, beef), two fishing
cooperatives, a cooperative for social farming, two agronomists (initiators of the network),
consumers organized in GAS, a consumers’ association (ACU). In addition it increasingly
interacts with local institutions and other networks. The association was formalised in 2009
Biogas Production Network, Latvia (L Biogas)
The Latvian Biogas network was formed about six years ago to develop production of biogas,
in response to renewable energy policy goals and availability of generous public funding. The
network is small (about 50 participants) and dispersed, interactions are motivated by the need
of technological, economic, agricultural learning to localise the use of borrowed biogas
technologies. There are several centres of knowledge sharing, and a lot of controversy on
what is acceptable practice. The development of biogas production depends on availability of
public funding, which is now suspended. However, the network has difficulties to mobilise itself
for a joint response.
Fruit Growing Network, Latvia (L- Fruit)
The Latvian Fruit-growers network formed more than a decade ago around the goal of
developing integrated fruit-growing in Latvia. This includes objectives on production,
marketing, research, advisory, policy making, consumer education, environmental
management. There are about 400 members, both individuals and organizations: producers
and their cooperatives, research, business companies, NGOs, etc. The network is nation-wide,
with several centres of closer connections around research institutes, the Fruit-growers’
Association, regional cooperatives. The network is strong on peer-learning among farmers as
well as inter-institutional learning and collaboration between researchers and practitioners.
There is a shared set of norms on proper fruit-growing. Innovation is oriented towards private
and public good.
Cooperative Boer en Zorg: Care Farmers in the Netherlands (N Care)
The ‘Boer en Zorg’ (Farmers and Care) co-operative currently connects over 130 care farmers
in the Mid-Eastern part of the Netherlands. Care farms use their animals, plants, gardens,
forests and the landscape to create recreational or work related activities for people in need of
care. Work on farms delivers evident results, focusing on the capabilities of each individual
patient, resulting in an alternative vision of health care and therapy. The Boer en Zorg
cooperative operates on the intersection of two existing policy fields; the agricultural sector and
the health care sector. These two sectors provide both opportunities and constraints for
innovation.
Sustainable Dairy Farming, Netherlands (N Dairy)
This is a network of dairy farmers experimenting with the implementation of low external input
farming practices. The network started in the Dutch province of Drenthe, but similar networks
have started in other provinces as well. Managing and closing nutrient cycles can be an
important mechanism for dairy farmers to improve the environmental impacts of their
operations. Over a period of 10 years different projects were organised that applied the
concept of low external input farming using farmer study clubs. The study club method
facilitated by a number of expert consultants and in Drenthe has proved to be a very good way
to get farmers involved, transfer knowledge and facilitate learning processes among dairy
farmers.
Association for the development of fodder production, Switzerland (S ACDF)
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The association brings together some of the AKS (research, education and advisory) institutes,
seeds firms and farmers with the objective to foster fodder production and conservation based
on the natural resources of Swiss farms. The board of its technical commission “CT-ADCF”
enables experts with different interests (research, education, extension, seeds sale) to
exchange knowledge and to develop practical solutions (based on scientific evidences and
field experiences) to address the needs of farmers. Solutions are then shared inside this
network through so-called boundary objects, such as labelled seeds-mix for pastures and
grasslands, technical datasheets on fodder production, training for extensionists and visits
dedicated to farmers.
Naturli Co-operative Cheese marketing platform, Switzerland (S Naturli)
The Natürli co-operative has evolved around the regional trademark “Natürli aus der Region
Zürcher Berggebiet”. A regional entrepreneur-cheese maker and the regional development
manager of the Zürcher Berggebiet, a mountainous region in the vicinity of Zurich, Winterthur
and St. Gallen, initiated the network in 1993. The main aim – to collect, bundle, distribute and
promote high quality regional dairy products in order to keep alive the regional dairy structures
– only could be achieved through multifaceted collaboration. The 15 municipalities of the
region own the trademark “Natürli” but nowadays e private entrepreneurs, cheese dairies and
milk producers, the regional development center and shops are member of the co-ooperative
“Natürli” accesses sporadically public funding and grants of private foundations for specific
sub-projects but it also tries to work economically successful on its own.

Where individual LINSA are referred to in this report, they are done so by abbreviations that
are set out in the Abbreviations Table.
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2 ORIGIN AND FUNCTION
2.1 How did the LINSA evolve and into what form?
2.1.1 Origins and drivers of change
A changing landscape with policy developments, farming economics and food quality
concerns brought the right conditions for some LINSA to emerge or to change. In France the
F Charter arose out of the need to raise farmers’ profile and establish a link with consumers
with respect to food quality following BSE. Declining farmer incomes triggered the
development of Naturli in Switzerland as producers sought fair prices for their products.
Brighton and Hove Food Partnership, England (E B&H) and Permaculture Community (E
Perm) emerged from common interest groups which have grown in response to the need
and desire for locally/community grown food. E B&H started when the Health Trust and the
Sustainability Commission from the city council recognised a need for a group to
independently address food issues and to bring together the diverse elements of food
activities. Conservation of a rare breed was the stimulus for the start of the Consorzio
Vacche Rosse (I CVR) LINSA in Italy. In the Netherlands N Care originated with the
introduction of the ‘personal care budget’, which gave patients the opportunity to choose
their own personal care, and increased demand for the services of care farms. The LINSA
emerged when farmers collaborated to achieve the necessary quality assurance.
With a changing policy landscape the G Women grew more influential role in the farmer’s
union as they took on the new ‘softer’ aspects of farming concerns such as food quality
assurance, organic farming and conservation. Equally a shift in policy towards
multifunctional agriculture enabled S AFDC to position itself centrally in the policy making
arena whereas previously it had been marginal.
The drivers of longer term LINSA also change reflecting the changing political landscape, for
example, the G DLG goals have changed in its long history from initially enabling national
food security following WW1 to making German farmers competitive within the newly funded
European Economic Community and then in 2000 changing its general principle from
Progress in Agriculture to Sustainable Progress in Agriculture.
Key individuals initiate and drive LINSA. For example, L Biogas LINSA had two start-ups
both driven by individuals, firstly in the 1980s a pig farm manager, motivated for
environmental reasons to find a solution for a manure problems, invented a biogas facility.
Then in 2008 the enthusiastic director of the study farm Vecauce launched the first biogas
plant in Latvia supported by public funds. Similarly committed individuals were instrumental
in setting up the s Naturil, E Perm and I CVR LINSA. The Crisoperla Association which is
part of the I Crisop LINSA was founded, mainly through efforts of two agronomists who used
regional funds to help local organic farmers to sell their productions through the creation of a
network between farms, consumers’ and local institutions.
8

Enthusiastic members are also key as in the Local Food Council of Gödöllői (H G7) LINSA in
Hungary start up. For N Dairy the driving force was collaboration of the province and a
consultancy group. Some LINSA are driven by the need to connect people, for example, E
Perm connects isolated permaculture sites which exist within a diffuse network; in the same
way H NAT and H G7 originated to provide much needed mutual support and to share
information.

2.1.2 Evolution – formalisation and structure
LINSA all show a tendency towards formalisation, improved organisational structures and
professionalisation as they develop. These developments are in response to economic
incentives, organisational failures and the desire for credibility. Formalisation takes different
forms and progresses at different rates. For I Crisop the network, created by the interaction
between organic farmers and technicians, has gradually evolved into an organized structure
including consumer groups and consumer organisations integrating cultural and political
functions; a structured process of learning was also introduced that the Association itself has
voluntarily undertaken. For N Care formalisation entailed increased professionalism of its
farmers and of the quality of its procedures. The association of 60 farmers was formalised to
achieve the official seal of approval which allowed the association to make annual budget
agreements with health care officials.
With I CVR the process of institutionalisation gave shape to the original informal network
created by the initiators – farmers. The F Charter attributed initial poor farmer engagement to
lack of network structure, so the leaders improved structures by involving the AKS, they also
established an external certification body which provided credibility and a communication
tool. In E Perm the Permaculture Association has formalised and facilitated individuals to
connect by creating a funded project called LAND in England, this offers structured
networking, learning and demonstration and has prescribed eligibility criteria for joining the
project.
Growth of networks also triggers the need for better management structures, N Care found
that as the LINSA expanded stress was put on the board and the internal organisation, as
such a new organisational structure was needed to accommodate farmers joining from
outside the region.
With I CVR following the preservation and valorization of the local breed, the production and
the marketing activity of the Consortium grew into a distinctive and high value brand.
Similarly the distinctiveness of the Naturil brand in S Naturli developed over time.
LINSA formalise in different ways. Some LINSA have created associations as they grow and
develop, eg N Care; L Fruit with the National Fruit-growers Association Permaculture
Association in E Perm, and the Biogas Association in L Biogas. Others have emerged out of
existing associations, for example, the I Crisop grew out of the Crisoperla Association
initiative. The G women LINSA became progressively integrated and active within the male
9

dominated Farmers’ Union as they became active in reforming first social, then
environmental and health, issues. In another case the E B&H became legally constituted as
a ‘not for profit’ company, whereas N Dairy developed through a series of short term funded
projects. The EU Organ however is a completely informal association with no membership
formalities, no representation, and no unified presence.
In some cases organisational difficulties are encountered without formalisation, for example,
H G7, which has volunteer participation, lacks appropriate structures of management,
decision-making mechanisms and leadership and this is found to be a hindrance to its
effective operation. Also the H NAT, which rejected the idea of formalisation and wished to
remain independent, lacks strong management. Both LINSA recognise that they need to
undergo a significant change to maintain or progress their activities. Options for H NAT
include accepting new members; creating effective cooperation projects with strong joint
management; or making the LINSA a real network through enhancing direct contacts
between members of different LAGs. It is believed that H G7, with a lack of resources and
structures, will not evolve further than a co-operation culture. Table 2 highlights the main
points relevant to origin and evolution for each LINSA.
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Table 2

LINSA Origin and Evolution

E B&H


Developed from an action plan on food within the BH City Council’s 2000 sustainability strategy
produced as a result of the Local Agenda 21 Programme.



Spade to Spoon conference proposed an overarching body was set up and drew up outline
aims (of which there are now 10)



By 2003, the Health Trust (Primary Care Trust - PCT) and the Sustainability Commission from
the City Council had established a need for an independent group to address food issues and to
bring together the diverse elements



PCT put in initial funds to set up the E B&H in 2003, by 2007 it became an employing authority.
By 2010 it was legally constituted as a ‘not for profit’ company limited by guarantee



Local food fund grant- to establish community food projects, as well as developing an
infrastructure for a local food system



Service Provider offering infrastructure support through small grants to community projects



Early lobbying and campaigning and developed a membership Scheme



2 functions - establish community food projects and developing an infrastructure are not always
easy to reconcile
E Perm


Launched in 2009 following a successful application to the Lottery Local Food fund by the CEO
of Permaculture Association



LAND was conceived as a project to connect isolated permaculture sites which exist within a
disconnected diffuse network. It has artificially imposed a structure or network upon an
otherwise loosely connected set of individuals.



LAND was the inspiration of one individual, so creating ownership of the project both within the
staff and within the E Perm community is proving difficult.



The PA community could be thought of as a ‘social movement’ although there is no (explicit)
political agenda.



Evaluation criteria need to be concerned with the quality of knowledge exchange, teaching and
learning experiences of those taking part. To date there has been a focus on numbers of sites
established, visitor numbers and activities



Function: Entrepreneur – an individual promoting LAND; no market niche;

 Dependent on Local food fund grant; no advocacy
EU Organ


Emerged as a reaction to the formation of a many small individual networks that themselves
were created to solve unavailability of organic market data.



Data collectors and those seeking to access the data have formed informal networks, which is
how the data channels came into existence.



Localised network formation has proven successful on the individual level but there are many
gaps in the available organic market data.
F Charter


An evolving process



External certification body since 2007 gives credibility/ communication tool



Poor engagement due to lack of structure, so leaders involved the AKS - a strong
embeddedness into the AKS



Driver- BSE cow crisis, farmer led- need to improve quality and raise public profile
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Initial idea of the cattle farming unions, structured into the National Livestock Confederation.
Livestock Institute help to build the technical content



Involvement of the food industry and administration support was key



Peaked in 2005 , 120 000 farmers and 3000 advisors



The requirements evolve every 3 to 4 years - legislation and new expectations criticised as not
being very demanding, and remaining “within” the productive paradigm yet some farmers find
the scheme to restrictive



Small farmers outside AKS not aware of scheme



Conflict- needs to help farmers evolve in their practices also meet demands of food chain
actors/public

 A dilemma : a scheme for all the farmers or a scheme promoting new ways of production
G Women


Founded in 1948, as a department/unit of the Bavarian farmer´s union



Highly active group, incorporated in marginal parts of the AKIS – where women concerns are
addressed, today influence in all agricultural production areas



Initially groups of rural women collaborated within conservative male Farmers Union -education
and training



In 80/90s moved from background activities to strong political integration



Men and women – spheres still divided



2000 rural women take up BSE, food quality, local food, organic, env and PR activities



By 2012 rural women perceive they are strongly accepted by and an important component
within the association but still difficulties participating in topics which are not directly connected
to women’s issues.
G DLG


The DLG is an old organization within German agriculture, which always had the goal to support
the progress of agriculture.



Evolution reflects political landscape



Concerning progress in agriculture, it is the main organization in Germany.



It conducts a broad variety of activities, ranging from educational programs to exhibitions or
product tests, and by this, reaches large parts of German agriculture and agribusiness.



It is a politically and financially independent organization



Since 2000: The DLG changed its general principle from “Progress in Agriculture” to
“Sustainable Progress in Agriculture”.
H G7


Initial momentum members invested significant energy in starting up the network, generated by
shared goals, values and also to the contacts, resources and capacities of its members and
member organisations made it effective.



A period of organisational difficulties followed due to volunteer participation and to the lack of
appropriate structure of management, decision-making mechanisms and leadership.



To achieve objective of G7 - the development of a sustainable local food-system – members
need to rethink the internal structure of G7 and look for external resources. In absence of this
G7 probably will not evolve further from the current mild co-operation culture
H Nat


Evolution has been an emergent process, originated as an action research network, aimed at
international co-operation but became a thriving domestic learning network.



Rejected the idea of formalisation, deciding to remain outside the official system and
independent, keeping low profile, concentrating on personal network .
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Advocacy for a better institutional and legislative environment for rural development although a
priority for various members they decided to keep this kind of activity outside Naturama



Common projects lacked strong management, and the network lacked strategic marketing and
communication.



The official system through general pressure on LAGs, giving heavily burdened financial
support to Naturama and picking some of its members for special positions was damaging the
integrity of the network



Needs to undergo significant change to maintain its results and activity, these could be: (1)
accepting new members; (2) creating effective cooperation projects with strong joint
management; (3) making the Naturama NOP a real network through enhancing direct contacts
between members of different LAGs
I CVR


Hybrid form that developed through a progressive institutionalization and formalization to the
current formal network.



The different meanings (cultural, biological and zootechnical) attributed to the value of
biodiversity created the mutual engagement of the peer group of producers, the world of
scientific research and AKS, acting as boundary object



Spillover effects of the initiative created conflict within the Communities of producers: 1)
between the vision of the innovators and the dominant technical paradigm pursued by the rest
of local COP 2) Between the first innovators and the followers. Conflict were settled by
mediation of brokers and through the process of institutionalisation and formalization (collective
brand, code of practice, product control plans)



Advocacy - AKS actors played a fundamental role in mobilizing the financial resources
necessary for supporting the economic initiative start up. They helped the formalization and
reification of that experience



As all the other local dairies, CVR is also associated to the “Consorzio del Formaggio
Parmigiano-Reggiano” (CFP-R) that is the organisation which represents all producers
belonging to the COP, performing functions of promotion and control of the proper use of PDO
brand.



CVR has also institutional link with with ANaBoRaRe, whose aim is the genetic selection and
improvement of the Reggiana breed.
I Crisop


The network, created by the interaction between organic farmers and technicians, has gradually
evolved into an organized structure including consumer groups and CSO integrating cultural
and political functions.



Network is growing, changing size and shape, diversifying internally and integrating with other
networks



The process of structuring of the organization highlights the internal differences of members’
attitudes, expectations and goals



Cooperative created in 2011 to separate the cultural activity from the commercial activity,
purpose is to sell the products and give technical assistance to farms



Recognised need to demarcate the activity of Crisoperla Association and that of the
Cooperative. There is no exact coincidence between the members of these two and this raises
some ambiguity in terms of identity; one member provides ‘brokerage function’ in recognition of
this difficulty
L Biogas



Origin: development of LINSA was initially bottom-up in 1980s, using favourable opportunities in
the socio-technical regime and responding to these by grass-root niche formation. Later on the
drivers for biogas sector were mostly political and top-down (quotas, financial support
mechanisms).
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Revitalization of the sector started in mid 2000s marked by the involvement of the pioneering
director of the study farm “Vecauce” of Latvia University of Agriculture, who decided to expand
on-farm activities.



The network expanded rapidly: from 7 producer stations in 2008 to 36 in 2011. A bottom-up
step-by-step process occurred with several centres of start-up initiative (a coordinating body –
the Biogas Association, a scientific body – University of Agriculture and study farm “Vecauce” ,
and individual entrepreneurs), with common interests emerging gradually. From 2008 the
network was mainly top-town driven by substantial state support.



Function: overall the LINSA is oriented towards renewable energy market niche. This market is
created through dubious state support. Opportunities for alternative market produced heat for
public or private use are underexplored. The other major function of LINSA is technological
learning.. There are scientists, NGOs and “reflexive” producers in the network who seek to
balance economic approach with concerns of environmental sustainability, biodiversity, etc
L Fruit


Evolved through a bottom-up, bricolage process of several initiatives gradually merging, agents
using the policy opportunities and prior professional links, later supported by top-down policy
instruments;



Origin of the LINSA dates back to 1995 when Latvia State Institute of Fruit-growing (LSIFG) was
established



During the 90s the LINSA developed through establishing links among actors and strategic
network building, in which LSIFG had a crucial role in promoting long-term development of the
sector



The creation of National Fruit-growers Association in 1998 stimulated horizontal collaboration.
From 1999, subsidies to fruit-growers started, with subsidies for equipment since 2002. Market
collaboration was yet to come after the 2000, through targeted policy measures



The LINSA evolved into a pluralistic form, between market and non-market based functioning,
carrying out a range of roles.
N Care


Care farms have been growing rapidly in the Netherlands from 683 farms in 2007 to 870 farms
in 2008 and around 1000 in 2010



phases: (1) from farmer group study club, to (2) association, to (3) AWBZ recognized
association (with a foundation), and (4) a cooperative.



The size of the network has grown considerably, putting stress on the board and the internal
organisation. A new organisational structure was needed to accommodate farmers outside the
region.



The internal organization reflects the need of the health care regulations (from phase 2 to 3),
also the wish to involve members more (phase 3 to 4)



In 3rd phase network worked on the increased professionalism of its farmers and the quality of
its procedures, its contacts with health organisations and its administration. Becoming a coop
turned the members of the association into the owners.
N Dairy


The LINSA has been around for 10 years growing out of one province initiative.



Driving forces have been the province of Drenthe (with financial support) and ETC (the private
consultancy firm). Supported by several large scientific research programmes



Size of the LINSA depended on the money available – step by step growth with a series of
funded projects co-opting study groups as and when project money was available. It rose to
national level as more provinces involved



In the study clubs the farmers share environmental results and their financial status, therefore
there has to be trust. Trust in the province is also impt.



New farmers were allowed in the network, but the ‘old’ farmers were involved in a new
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experiment to see how far they could extend the approach.
S ACDF


Started with low input ‘paradigm’, moved from national to regional, had cooperation between
federal administration, research organisations, seed companies, extension and education
organisations



The major innovation is the elaboration and labeling of seeds mixtures. It established ADCF
legitimacy. The agronomic research played a major role in that process through independent
trials while seeds companies spread and sale the mixtures using the ADCF label.



The ADCF demonstrated its resilience. Born within a productivist paradigm based on self
sufficiency in Switzerland and optimization of grass pasture, the association has been able to
adapt its keystones to the successive reforms of the agricultural policy towards conservation of
natural resources, biodiversity and landscape preservation. It took part in the definition of the
cross compliance rules. This increased the legitimacy of the association and fostered its
activities.



The ADCF offers a variety of approaches (research, extension, education, private company,
etc.), all with an agronomic vision. Collaboration and coordination with other disciplines /
interests is a challenge.
S Naturli


Evolved out of the necessity to pay better prices to the producers if the structures in this
mountainous region should be kept. Was inspired by one individual. In 20 years has evolved
into extensive network. Now there are efforts to extend the brand to other products and services
from the region



Evolved from the traditional rural structures and not from a preceding comparable network.



It fulfills the functions of knowledge creation, exchange, and use. In particular, “natürli” is
fostering entrepreneurial drive and activity by filling a market niche with its products.



As far as the market functions are concerned, natürli is clearly filling a niche. The niche
comprises top quality raw milk cheeses. The prices of the products are comparably high for the
consumers.

2.1.3 The process of LINSA growth
Most LINSA have demonstrated growth both in membership size and spatial coverage.
Some follow stages or phases of growth/expansion often linked to funding and to
formalisation. With N Care, for example, 4 distinct different phases of growth and
formalisation are described: (1) from farmer group study club, to (2) association, to (3)
AWBZ recognised association (with a foundation), and (4) a co-operative. As popularity of
the care farming concept grew, turnover increased tenfold since 2006. With respect to
coverage some LINSA have grown from provincial LINSA to national level as different
provinces have become involved, for example N Care and N Dairy in the Netherlands, or in
the case of the S ACDF regional level development followed national level development.
Some LINSA have uneven rates of growth, for example, N Dairy described step by step
growth with an (interrupted) series of projects reliant on project funding. Similarly with H G7
there was initial momentum as members invested significant energy in starting up the
network but this was followed a more stable period of organisational difficulties. The
development phases of G DLG mirror political events, following a long period of
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establishment and development from 1845, WW1 interrupted activities, then followed a rapid
increase in membership numbers; again WW2 interrupted activities and only after 1951 did
G DLG regain its importance.
The L Fruit evolved through a bottom-up, ‘bricolage’1 process of several initiatives gradually
merging. Similarly the L Biogas was initiated in a bottom-up step-by-step process with
several centres with common interests merging gradually to start-up the initiative (however,
this stepwise growth was followed by rapid expansion when substantial state support
became available).
Sometimes evolution involves not growth but change, the G Women who were once
marginal have been integrated slowly into the Farmer’s Unions and now are accepted as an
important component.
Some LINSA grow by amalgamating or linking existing networks, in the case of the EU
Organ external top-down action brought together many small informal networks into a larger
more formal network. In E B&H has linked the activities of number of networks working in the
context of local food.

2.1.4 Support and strategic networking
As networks grow they bring in institutes and AKS actors to support them. Involvement of
some institutes has been important in the development of some LINSA. Links to the Latvia
State Institute of Fruit-growing (LSIFG), for example, helped the L Fruit LINSA develop. In
France the involvement of the food industry and the administrative support they provided,
was key to the F Charter’s development. N Dairy was supported by several large scientific
research programmes and for S ADCF the involvement of an agronomic research institute,
who supported elaboration and labeling of seeds mixtures, helped to establish S ADCF
legitimacy. In the case of I CVR development was initially seen as unrealistic and retrograde
by the rest of the community of producers. In that particular stage, the promoters of the
initiative found important support from the public institutions and private research and
extension organisations. Also research results (prompted by the LINSA promtor’s efforts)
gave scientific evidence of the higher quality of the Reggiana cows milk. Some LINSA
demonstrate strategic network building and exploit prior professional links.
Not all LINSA find association with formal institutes or systems has been beneficial, H NAT,
for example, found that the official system picked some of the LINSA members for special
positions and this damaged the integrity of the network.

1

Garud and Karnøe, (2003) describe a bricolage process as one that progressively aligns in a more coherent
assemblage, different projects and individual and collective initiatives, originated not just in the narrow
agriculture environment, and most of them outside public funding and established policy frameworks. See p16
Deliverable 2.1 (Brunori et al.,, 2012) for full reference.
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2.1.5 Issues as networks grow
Some LINSA have experienced difficulties as they grow and develop. For I Crisop, for
example, the process of structuring of the organisation highlighted the internal differences of
members’ attitudes, expectations and goals (two organisations are combined in this LINSA,
the Crisoperla Association and the Cooperative, so there are identity problems). For I CVR
conflict has arisen between the vision of the innovators and that of the dominant technical
paradigm pursued by the rest of local Community of Practice. The expansion of the N Dairy
meant that a new experimental role had to be found for the farmer initiators. E B&H found
that the two functions, establishing community food projects and developing an
infrastructure, are not always easy to reconcile. Equally with the F Charter there is conflict
between the need to help farmers develop their practices but also the need to meet the
demands of food chain actors/public; the scheme is criticised by some as not being very
demanding and remaining within the productive paradigm but as too restrictive by others.
For N Care the rapid growth has led to fragmentation. The cooperative now covers a large
area and communication with members is sometimes difficult. The cooperative is failing to
make use of personal networks. The growth of I Crisop has raised the problem of the
relations between voluntary work and paid work. The two agronomists involved provide a lot
of unpaid brokering and technical assistance work, while farmers get an economic return
from the participation. In E Perm the LAND project was the inspiration of one individual,
creating ownership of the project/network both within the staff and within the LAND
community was initially proving difficult.
One implication of the formalisation of LINSA is the possible exclusion of some farmers, by
using institutionalised/AKS routes such as study groups (N Dairy) or food assurance
schemes (F Charter) smaller farmers who operating outside of the AKS are not always
involved.

2.1.6 LINSA Function
As well as knowledge creation, exchange and use, some LINSA demonstrate other
innovation system functions, as described by Hekkert et al. (2007), including: fostering
entrepreneurial drive and activity, vision development, resource mobilisation (e.g. capital),
market formation, building legitimacy for change, and overcoming resistance to change by
means of advocacy and lobbying.
S Naturil demonstrates entrepreneurial drive and activity by filling a market niche with its
products. The L Biogas LINSA is oriented towards a renewable energy market niche - a safe
business niche has been created for a limited number of producers by restricted distribution
of quotas, this market is created through state support. The other major functions of this
LINSA are technological learning, entrepreneurship of the pioneering director of the study
farm and advocacy by LINSA members. As described above a number of LINSA build
legitimacy for change and involve advocates who support and promote their activities. For
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example, for I CVR AKS actors played a fundamental role in mobilizing the financial
resources necessary for supporting the economic initiative start up.

Key points


















Changing policy developments, farming economics and food quality concerns
brought conditions that triggered LINSA
Drivers of longer term LINSA also change reflecting the changing political landscape
Key individuals initiate and drive LINSA
LINSA show a tendency towards formalisation, improved organisational structures
and professionalisation as they develop in response to economic incentives,
organisational failures and the desire for credibility
LINSA formalise in different ways –associations, funded projects, integrated into
existing structures
Those that do not formalise encounter management problems
Most LINSA have demonstrated growth both in membership size and spatial
coverage. Some follow stages or phases of growth/expansion often linked to funding
and to formalisation
Some develop by a step-by-step process as centres of interest merge or are
amalgamated
LINSA have uneven rates of growth
As networks grow they bring in institutes and AKS actors to support them.
Some LINSA demonstrate strategic network building and exploit prior professional
links.
Conflict can occur as LINSA grow and have to meet conflicting demands
Conflict can occur between original and new LINSA members
Equity within LINSA and fragmentation are also issues
Formalisation can lead to exclusion of marginal farmers
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2.2 Policy principles, policy instruments and financial
arrangements in LINSA
This section considers the policy instruments and financial arrangements that influence
LINSA development and the underlying policy principles.

2.2.1 Policy principles
The principles of economic, environmental and social sustainability underpin the support
measures used by a number of LINSA. Those LINSA which are developing innovations
within mainstream agriculture more easily benefit from central or regional government funds,
and from EU and nationally co-funded support measures; including RDP, cooperation funds
and support mechanisms for marketing cooperatives and producers’ groups and EU crossborder and ERAF projects (L Fruit). LINSA have political support when they address
problems in agriculture such as F Charter which emerged from the BSE crisis and consumer
loss of confidence in production methods.
L Biogas benefited from support under the national policy which aimed to increase the
proportion of renewable energy in national energy production in line with EU bioenergy
goals. N Care operates in agriculture and health policy areas, although it was the
introduction of the ‘personal care budget’ within health policy that led to an increase in
demand for the services of care farms. From the agricultural sector, the care farming sector
has been seen as a promising form of multifunctional agriculture, now however, the sector
been brought under the umbrella of the new broader ‘top sector’ innovation policy which
uses Public Private Partnerships to work on innovations. Interestingly this LINSA remains
independent of this and tends to look to charities and other less traditional organisations for
support. In England the Health Trust was instrumental at the beginning of E B&H, although
the LINSA can trace its origins back to an action plan on food within the Brighton and Hove
City Council’s 2000 sustainability strategy produced as a result of the Local Agenda 21.
LINSA concerned more with social innovations (food, health and community) (E Perm, E
B&H, H G7) operate outside of agricultural and rural development policy arenas and are not
eligible for associated support. The multi-purpose nature of some LINSA (E Perm, E B&H)
makes it particularly hard to attract funding because they does not fit any one funding ‘silo’.
Creativity is required to access funds.
Some LINSA originated under different policy principles now find that they align to current or
emerging principles. S ADCF was originally set up under the principles of national self
sufficiency in animal food (grass based fodder as opposed to imported grain) but now aligns
to the new policy direction of conservation of fodder species and resource use efficiency
principles. In another example the G DLG has shifted its emphasis from Progress in
Agriculture to Sustainable Progress in Agriculture reflecting policy interest. However, in the
case of F RAD although their ideas about sustainable livestock management have become
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more relevant to policy and the network is becoming more recognised for its work it has not
yet brought any financial support.
In some cases the LINSA themselves have paved the way for policy change, in the case of
CVR the policy of the Consortium of Parmigiano Reggiano cheese has changed due to a
greater consideration for the initiatives of product differentiation of the PDO managed by the
producers. LINSA also contribute to the development of policy instruments such as cross
compliance in the case of S ACDF. Table 3 sets out the main policy principles and
instruments underpinning LINSA support.

2.2.2 Financial arrangements and policy instruments
LINSA display a range of financial arrangements including commercial market arrangements
and self-funding through membership, often combined with varying levels of state support
(see Table 3).
Some LINSA have a commercial - orientation, for example, N Care will take care of the
financing of the care service, 85% of the budget is transferred to the farmers who provide the
care services and 15% is used for the LINSA office. I CVR is a market-based organisation,
its economic sustainability is exclusively based on the results of its business, the production
and marketing of Parmigiano-Reggiano cheese.
A number of LINSA receive financial support from government sources combined with input
from the LINSA members themselves. For example, N Dairy receives province funds,
national rural investment funds and farmers funds in kind to fund a series of projects. It
developed as a series of projects co-opting study groups as and when project money was
available. In the G Women membership fees give a financial frame together with income
generation from events supplemented by ministry funded project-bound funds. F Charter
benefits from different financial sources and political support, from the industry sector and
the French government, which has been a long term provider for the Charter, through
specific state and regional allocations. National and regional subsidies supported the
facilitation of the scheme, the training of advisers, and in some farm visits. S ADCF also gets
direct support from ministry of agriculture and from the farmers / users through the sales of
labelled seeds as well as the membership fees. Similarly I Crisop the Cooperative fits into
channels of public funding available for this kind of activity (for example, coming from the
Regional Government of Tuscany), whereas money for the Crisoperla Association is mainly
derived from membership dues and external contributions coming from the organization of
dissemination activities and public events (although they have received funds by the
municipal administration of Carrara to organize training courses and seminars).
Financial independence is important to some LINSA, for example, the G Women and H G7.
The latter functions mainly on the resources made available by its members on a voluntary
basis although sometimes these are complemented by some external public funding, This
provides independence and H G7 normally does not participate in funding competitions. This
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saves time and energy but it means significant uncertainty and vulnerability to the current
preferences its members. It also recognises that it needs to revisit its financial arrangements
as the resources are not sufficient enough to allow it meet its objectives. H NAT, like other
bottom-up co-operation efforts in Hungary, has had difficulties in obtaining financial support
from subsequent governments during the EU programming period (and when money is
available it comes with restrictions). Some LINSA do not receive government support but
rely on grant money from other sources, for example, E Perm receives short term lottery
funding, as does the E B&H and this can put them in a vulnerable position with respect to
future planning.
State subsidies have strongly influenced the development of the L Biogas LINSA. The
decision to annually distribute quotas for energy production at a set (higher-than-market)
electricity procurement price from biogas producers, led to a safe business niche for few
producers. Quotas have distorted the functioning of the sector and there are controversies
about the environmental impact, a new package of support is therefore being developed. In
Latvia public subsidies introduced in 1998 and aimed at the establishment of fruit growing
fields and involvement of trainees has given considerable support to producers as fruit
growing demands long term investments before harvesting fruit. Producers’ cooperation has
also been pushed forward by the introduced state subsidies to agricultural marketing
cooperatives. The L Fruit has been supported by EU subsidies and EU funded (and
nationally co-funded) support mechanisms. The policy so far has been supportive but did not
shield the producers excessively, so there has been no observable distortion in the
development of the sector. Policy measures seem to have been beneficial for the
development of the sector compared to Biogas
Policy instruments and supportive financial arrangements are described as rare in
Switzerland as far as LINSA are concerned. EU organ is an FP7 project and benefits directly
from EU research funds.
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Table 3

LINSA policy principles, policy instruments and financial arrangements

E B&H


Themes relate to a number of policy principles including Agenda 21, improving access to high
quality local food, health etc



Initial funds from PCT in 2003



Local food fund grant- to establish community food projects, as well as developing an
infrastructure for a local food system
E Perm


LAND and PA themes relate to a number of policy principles including improving access to high
quality local food, enabling communities to manage land sustainably for growing food locally etc



There are no relevant policy instruments.



PA is funded by membership subscription and LAND is funded by a The Big Lottery Fund’s grant
which is central to the operation of the LAND network, it also raises the profile of permaculture.
There is reliance on grant money to continue. Funding sources are restricted to charities and
Lottery money. PA members are not eligible, or do not know, about current agricultural/rural
development funding sources, although this might change with the new RDPE.

 Although it aims to be self sustaining, in reality LAND is reliant on grant funding to operate.
EU Organ


Network formation is supported financially through EU financing of this FP7 project. Tasks
include initiating contact between stakeholders and providing a platform for stakeholders to
exchange knowledge and experience. The intention is that the EU project should take the role as
a catalyst: initiating network formation and putting structures in place that will continue after the
project has ceased.
F Charter


Benefited from different financial sources and political supports.



The National Livestock Confederation (CNE) (an association of farming unions) owns and
supports the scheme.



French government has long been a provider for the Charter, until 2010, through specific state
and regional allocations. National and regional subsidies supported the facilitation of the
scheme, the training of advisers, and in some farm visits. The whole cost of the scheme is about
12 M€ on which 4 million were supported.



The interbranch associations of dairy and meat products have provided some finance since
2012.



The dairy industry and the farmer cooperatives put human resources into the scheme.



This financing has a strong impact on the LINSA: the question of durability of the scheme arises
if finances disappear.
G Women


Membership fees give a financial frame, although there is less dependence on them now
with other sources of income such as activities and fairs/exhibitions; alliances with financiers
and ministries which result in project-bound funds

G DLG


The DLG is a non-profit farmer organization



DLG is financially independent, income comes from membership fees and generated by the
fairs/exhibitions

 Alliances with ministries succeed in project funding
H G7


Resources come mainly from members on a voluntary basis - sometimes complemented by
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some external public funding, G7 normally does not participate in funding competitions, but this
means uncertainty and vulnerability to the current preferences its members.


Meeting objectives require significant resources (important events and communication
campaigns, influencing local political players cost money) so need to transform the basic
strategy of the LINSA.



The culture of local politics, decision making, volunteer work and the embeddedness of LINSA
members in local affairs and structures significantly define/limit the G7’s possibilities for action.
To achieve its objectives, G7 has to engage and sometimes struggle with local economic and
political interests.
H Nat


Unstable institutional and legislative environment of LEADER in Hungary means support is
minimal . Regulations change frequently; operating costs for LDAs have been cut; new
unexpected administrative tasks were laid on the LAGs, etc. Bottom-up co-operation efforts have
not been supported by subsequent governments during this EU programming period neither
financially, nor on other ways. Naturama has found to hard to find the necessary financial
resources (to attend meetings, go abroad to learn, etc.).



New domestic funding for co-operation is available, giving the opportunity to maintain local
development activities and staff in the coming period, lacking most other financial resources.
I CVR


CVR has assumed the form of a cooperative of dairy farmers whose membership is formally
ruled by its Statute. Being a market-based organisation, its economic sustainability is exclusively
based on the results of production and marketing of Parmigiano-Reggiano cheese



Farmers are called to deliver the milk they produce to the dairy owned by the cooperative. The
largest part of the cheese produced is sold in the two sale points managed by the cooperative
(direct sale) and the members' milk is rewarded according to the revenue gained from the
cheese sales.
I Crisop


For the Association, the flow of money coming in is mainly derived from membership dues and
external contributions deriving from the organization of dissemination activities and public
events. They have received funds by the municipal administration to organize training courses
and seminars.



The Cooperative instead fits into channels of public funding available for this kind of activities
(for example, coming from the Regional Government of Tuscany).
L Biogas



The development of the LINSA was stimulated by the 2008 decision to annually distribute quotas
for energy production at a set (higher-than-market) electricity procurement price from biogas
producers, to be used for 10 years, with decreased support for the next 10 years. The rates of
guaranteed purchase differed by the source of energy, biogas being the highest of all. 58
producers received these quotas in 2009. A safe business niche has been created for a limited
number of producers.



The public support mechanisms developed could not achieve a balance of energy production,
environmental protection and support legitimacy and efficiency considerations.



The initial round of policy distorted the functioning of the sector, and now is being revised by the
Ministry of Economy; this contributes to an already controversial image of the sector.



Controversies about env impact the Ministry stopped the state guaranteed procurements until
2016, a fully new package of support mechanisms is being developed



Currently the sector cannot exist without considerable level of state support, it does not yet
function according to market principles, as the technologies remain too expensive and
autonomous market for green electricity and heating energy is not yet created.
L Fruit
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The idea of integrated fruit-growing was supported by EU subsidies and EU funded (and
nationally co-funded) support mechanisms (e.g. “Support to modernization of farms”, “Support to
new farmers”, “Support to perennial growing”), with specific support to integrated growing started
in 2006.



The policy so far has been supportive but did not shield the producers excessively, so there has
been no observable distortion in the development of the sector, which may be attributed to
effective dialogue with policy-makers and ongoing re-assessment of impact;



The policy measures combined with LINSA activities have promoted an increased presence of
local fruit and berries in retail outlets



Overall, the policy measures seem to have been beneficial for the development of the sector
compared to Biogas
N Care


Interested clients contact an individual care farm. The cooperative does not match supply and
demands. A farmer can choose whether BenZ will take care of the financing of the care service.



The foundation has a contract with different health insurance companies in the province. The
profit model is that 85% of the budget is transferred to the farmers who provide the care services
and 15% is used for the office of BenZ. In 2009 there was a central office with 1 FTE full time
care coordinator/secretarial support
N Dairy


Province funds, national rural investment funds and farmers fund in kind were used to fund a
series of projects.



Disadvantage - a large amount of money to put into study clubs, but some farmers will never join
a study club.



Province is looking at ways to spread the approach among the provincial farmers, but at a more
cost effective method. One option is to use quality certificates for the farmers who follow this
type of low-external input farming –financial incentives.
S ACDF


Policy principles: Optimizing grass production was part of strategy for low dependency on
imported concentrate animal feed. The ADCF managed to adapt itself very well to new paradigm
such as the introduction of cross compliance and multifunctionnality



Policy instruments: influence of the ADCF on the agricultural policy: In the 90’s, the ADCF was
recognized as a key actor by the AKS - contributed to cross compliance rules. A new instrument
indirectly issued from the ADCF work is direct payments for agricultural production system of
st
milk and meat based on grass feeding. This measure will enter into force the 1 January 2014
with the Agricultural policy 2017



The involvement of partner organisations of the AKS (indirect funding) and additional funding
permitted the work of the ADCF as a « militia/voluntary group » . The members of the TC-ADCF
are working for the association.



Financial arrangements: the ADCF is embedded in the AKS: The ADCF gets direct support from
the central administration (ministry of agriculture). Its funding comes also from the farmers /
users through the sales of labelled seeds and publications edited every year as well as the
membership fees to the association. Partner organisations of the AKS pay the salary of their
collaborators’ that are involved in the activities of the ADCF (indirect funding).
S Naturli


No devoted support or incentives for innovation in Swiss agriculture have existed up to now, but
there are specific policy instruments (even though not very effective) such as the innovation
support contributions by the canton of Zurich, the New Regional Policy, and other funds that
favour a specific programme.



Policy instruments and financial arrangements thus are rather rare in Switzerland as far as
LINSA are concerned. The latter might negatively influence the progress of “natürli”.
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Key points








LINSA are aligned to different policy principles and some longer term LINSA have
adapted as these principles change
LINSA display a range of financial arrangements including commercial market
arrangements and self funding through membership, often combined with varying
levels of state support.
Value added food chains derive income from market but with some public support
Financial independence is important to some LINSA
Financial support has distorted the functioning of the sector in one case
Community food interest groups do not have access to agricultural support
instruments and rely on project funding from other sources
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3 SCALE
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Diversity
In undertaking a synthesis of issues of scale across the LINSA, there are three limiting
factors. Firstly, the LINSA appear genuinely all quite different and individual, with a limited
number of entirely consistent patterns of organisation or behaviour relating to scale, across
all them. On the one hand, this limits the explanatory power of a synthetic assessment. On
the other, this is an important characteristic of LINSA. To the extent that they represent a
departure from the conventional AKS is it perhaps natural that they are less institutionalised
and more individualistic. Second, inevitably, each member of the research team has
provided summary reports of slightly different styles, lengths and subjects (albeit within a
common analytical frame), reflecting the diversity of approaches to LINSA development. This
again provides limitations on the degree to which LINSA can be compared directly. Thirdly,
some LINSA actually define themselves as hard to describe because they are so informal
and inclusive that even they are not sure of their constituency, ‘membership’ or size.

3.1.2 Fluidity and change
If there is a common characteristic across the LINSA, it is that they are undergoing
significant and regular change. As, in the main, relatively new and innovative organisations,
their structures and memberships are commonly both loosely defined and changing. This
makes it difficult to capture issues of scale, as these characteristics are constantly evolving.
In many cases, the description of scale is seen as pertaining to the stage of development of
the LINSA, rather than any equilibrium stage.

3.2 Scale
3.2.1 Membership
Within the above qualifying statements, it is possible to indicate the scale of the case study
LINSA according to the size of their membership. This is shown in Table 4. It should be
noted here, however, that some LINSA find it hard to define who are members and who are
not (where the networks are completely ‘open’ (EU Organ) , feel that it changes so quickly
that it is hard to capture, or do not keep membership records. The nature of membership
also varies. Some are made up of individuals, others are made up of organisations and
many have both individual and organisational membership. Some membership levels are
relatively constant, others ebb and flow, others are growing and others are still struggling to
get off the ground.
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Table 4

Scale of LINSA ranked according to size of membership

LINSA

Membership Size

Qualifying statements

G Women

156,000 members

6,500 local groups, 72 local chapters seven district
chapters and 1 board. All women

F Charter

113,000 members

G DLG

25,000 members

86 expert committees

E Perm

1,200
individuals,
67
groups, 18 businesses

But 10,000 a week use the web site

L Fruit

600 members

Within about 100 nodes

S Naturli

Covering the whole of the milk production chain

N Dairy

About 450 producers,
processors and retailers
200 farmers

E B&H

200 members

Both individuals and groups. Anyone can join.

N Care

60 - 70 members

Large and small farmers

L Biogas

Over 60

35 – 40 are farmer biogas producers. 20 core
members

I Crisop

31 members

500 ‘friends’ on Facebook

S ADCF

14 members

Looser (voluntary) membership of all who want to
belong

H G7

10 – 15 individuals

H NAT

9 ‘associations’

15 individuals on the executive body.

I CVR

Narrow range of members

Closed network

EU Organ

Not known

The network has no clear boundaries.

But only in one region. Numbers are controlled.

3.2.2 Geographical coverage
Because the LINSA have been set up to pursue particular themes they are, in the main, not
strongly geographically bounded. Thus some are regional (S Naturli), but may also be
aspiring to become national (N Care); some national ones spread into neighbouring
countries (LF); some are larger than regional but, sub-national (S ADCF). Only a small
number are geographically defined (E B&H) but even these link with other thematic
networks. Again, a loose order of scale according to geographical coverage is presented in
Table 5.
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Table 5

Scale of LINSA ranked according to geographical coverage

LINSA

Geographical
coverage

Qualifying statements

EU Organ

EU level

And possibly beyond

E Perm

National

But 90 countries use the web site

L Fruit

National

Some international linkages

L Biogas

National

But concentration in two regions and using international links

G DLG

National

H NAT

National

But operates from the micro-region upwards (it is multilayer)

N Dairy

National

But operating regionally

F Charter

National

With regional implementation

S ACDF

Sub-national

In French speaking Switzerland - 7 Cantons

N Care

Mainly regional

But developing nationally

G Women

Regional

Bavaria but with some national involvement

I Crisop

Regional

Across three provinces

S Naturli

Regional

Zurich Canton

H G7

Local

Based around a small town

I CVR

Local

E B&H

Local

Operates within city boundaries

3.2.3 Complexity and Structure
In terms of the structure and degree of complexity, three main issues emerged across
LINSA. The first is that most LINSA (N Dairy, G DLG and I CVR are exceptions) are part of
an overlaying organisational structure. In other words, one LINSA can be overlapping with
another LINSA or be a LINSA within a larger LINSA. Concomitantly a LINSA can have
different LINSA within it (E Perm) or create new, identifiably separate LINSA as they develop
(E B&H). In some cases individuals and organisations come into a LINSA bringing their own,
often quite disparate, networks with them (H G7). The LINSA that see themselves as
networks (for example L Fruit) are more open to this ‘overlaying’ and some positively
promote it. More unified networks are less susceptible to this kind of arrangement, however.
A second issue in relation to complexity and structure is the degree of formality and
informality of the LINSA. Some LINSA are very formally constituted with ‘legal’ terms of
reference (for example, G DLG) and others are completely informal, almost amorphous (EU
Organ). Some claim to be informal in their operation, but have formally constituted bodies
within them (L Biogas) which can create complex structures within them. A number of LINSA
noted that as they grew in size, inevitably they became more formal in terms of their
structure. Some felt that a greater degree of formality in organisation, might help the LINSA
to become more effective (H G7)
In terms of structures, too, organisationally, LINSA mostly tend to have quite ‘flat’
organisational structures with ‘egalitarian’, ‘democratic’ and ‘open’ management approaches.
Some (E Perm) operate as different forms of organisation in different contexts (as a
community, as a network as a project) whilst still being the same LINSA.
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Table 6

Details of LINSA structure

E B&H
rd
st
It is a 3 level organisation with 1 level organisations within it.
E Perm
rd
nd
The community is 3 level with many clusters. The association is 1st or possibly 2 level. The LAND
st
project is 1 level.
F Charter
st
There is high connectivity. This would appear to have 1 level characteristics. There is a
comprehensive committee structure and a number of different actors involved in implementation, but
the structure is quit straightforward.
G Women
st
nd
It has 1 level characteristics in terms of local groups but 2 level characteristics as a board.
G DLG
st
It has 1 level functions through employed staff and a committee structure. It has second level
functions through the strategic council and board
H G7 –
st
nd
It is a 1 level organisation but secondary linkages make it a 2 level organisation.
H Nat
rd
st
This is a 3 level organisation but its active links are much simpler – a 1 level organisation.
I CVR
It is a cheese producer bounded by a local community of dairies. There is a strict code of practice
st
with common rules of production and promotion. It is a 1 level network.
I Crisop
nd
This is a 2 level organisation. The network has members of other networks within it. They act as
brokers for their respective networks. It has a communications infrastructure (Facebook, mailing list),
and other network members cascade information.
L Biogas
nd
This is a 2 level network complicated by having both top down (research institutes) and bottom up
structures (mutual groups). Levels of trust are low in places. There are sub networks of various
people and some relationships remain unidentified. Some see others in the network as competitors.
L Fruit
nd
rd
This is between 2 and 3 level. There are nodes within the network but transferability between
them. There’s a range of different links based on norms of trust and reciprocity. It is quite egalitarian.
N Care
There is a formal structure with a General Assembly, a supervisory board, an executive board, a
nd
board and members. The board has most day to day involvement. It is considered to be a 2 level
network, as a cooperative.
N Dairy
rd
This is a 3 level network overall (complex) because many organisations are involved, but this can
st
differ from region to region. The regional case study is a 1 level network, for example.
S ACDF
nd
rd
The regional commission is 2 level, but the broader group is 3 level (diffuse and diverse). The
former is formally co-ordinated horizontally through information and knowledge exchange. The latter
is a series of changing clusters which have links with other networks.
S Naturli
st
It is a simple 1 level network
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NOTE: 1st level characterises a simple network; 2nd level characterises links between
networks; 3rd level characterises networks of complex networks
Classification also was sought of the structure of the LINSA. Here an attempt was made to
distinguish between 1st level characteristics which describe a simple network; 2nd level
characteristics which describe links between networks, and 3rd level characteristics which
describe networks of complex networks. Again, many LINSA can be characterised differently
at different levels of their operation. These are summarised in Table 6.

3.2.4 Diversity of activities
Whilst all LINSA can identify a diversity of activities they tend to fall into two groups. Of
greatest importance is that relates to information. Generating information, disseminating it,
adapting it and researching it are the dominant activities here. Some do this through ‘open’
and unregulated systems, often public-facing (for example, L Fruit and E B&H), whereas
other are more ‘closed’ and inward looking (for example N Dairy). The second activity relates
to production chains. This includes production, processing marketing and distribution, but
these functions are critical to only a minority of the LINSA studied and in some of these the
production chain is still secondary to the information function and the former is often used to
provide good practice examples for the latter.
Whilst some LINSA are formally structured (for example to ensure consistent quality of
produce) (I CVR), others use much less formal mechanisms within their activity structure.
There is a dominance in most of the LINSA of trust and reciprocity in the way of working
rather than regulation and sanction. This tends to be the case even in LINSA that are
formally constituted. Within this, however levels of trust vary and there is distrust in some (L
Biogas). This strong element of trust is often found i tandem with personal commitment and
emotional attachment (H G7).

3.2.5 Diversity of actors
Finally, mirroring the diversity of activities, there is a diversity of actors involved in LINSA
from state employees, private sector workers and third sector workers. The two things that
appear to be common across al LINSA is that all actors appear to be there voluntarily and
they all seem to share a common interest in the raison d’etre of the LINSA.
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Table 7 provides details of LINSA degree of formality; degree of complexity; diversity of
actors involved: types and role in the network; approximate number of nodes; geographical
coverage; and diversity of activities performed.
Table 7

Details of LINSA association

E B&H
The Partnership had over 200 members (individuals and groups) in 2011 and membership is free to
anyone living or working in Brighton and Hove. The geographical jurisdiction of the BHFP is limited
by the city boundaries. It has a formal board with an informal membership. Group members can be
considered to be nodes. It is concerned with all aspects of sustainable food and its production.
E Perm
Permaculture community is nationwide and diffuse. (But association website is used by over 10,000
people a week in over 90 countries). It is very complex in terms of nodes and functions. The links are
low intensity and informal. Produce, information and friendship are exchanged. There are now
behaviour expectations. The association is a more formal network (1200 individuals, 67 groups, and
18 businesses). Formalised, with structures hierarchies and riles. The membership is diverse in
terms of interest and background. The project (LAND) is national . All three of these networks are
‘tight’ networks. Sharing common Permaculture value systems.
EU Organ
This is completely informal with no unified presence. It has no major nodes and the network has no
clear boundaries. It operates at the EU level (and possibly beyond). It is concerned with collecting
organic market data and was formed to overcome the problem of a lack of such data. Its size (in
terms of membership) isn’t really known.
F Charter
This is a structured, complex and formal network with over 113,000 members with diverse interests
(farmers, advisers, facilitators) . there is quality assurance and quality monitoring. The LINSA is
strongly embedded in the AKS. It is a national organisation (with regional implementation) but
membership is unevenly distributed (emphasis on dairy regions). Activities include quality assurance,
technical support, job information.
G Women
This is a formal network with elected representative and a written constitution. It has employed staff.
This is a regional group (Bavaria) but with some national involvement, of about 156,000 members
(all farm women) organised into 6,500 local groups, 72 local chapters seven district chapters and
one board. There are a number of expert panels within the association. Activities cover farm
management, health care, rural families, producer/consumer dialogue.
G DLG
This is a formally chartered body with a complex pyramidal structure. There are 25,000 members
and 86 expert committees. They represent the full range of different types of agricultural production
but is mainly comprised of large scale farmers. There is an executive board and a complex
organisational structure below it.
H G7
This is 10 – 15 like-minded individuals (but socially diverse) and is local (based around a small
town). Members have personal commitment and emotional attachment. It is for sharing views and
developing projects. It is informal with no membership boundaries. It is very informally organised by
might become more effective is it is more formally organised.
H Nat
This is an informal network of 9 formal (but disparate) associations (LAGs) with an executive body of
15 people. They create, share and distribute knowledge and learning. There is a strong basis of
trust. The members are spread nationally but operates from the micro-region upwards (it is
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multilayer). Different benefits accrue at different levels. Linkages are often based on who people
know, commonality of interest and spatial proximity. The constituent networks of the LINSA are more
formally structured than the LINSA itself.
I CVR
This is a stable co-operative. It is formal (hierarchically organised) with a narrow range of members
and operates at the local level. It is a closed network sitting in a wider community of practice.
I Crisop
This is a non profit association at the regional level (across three provinces). There is a broad range
of 31 members (farmers, fishers, consumers) in the network, ut nearly 500 ‘friends’ on facebook.
Other non members are still associated. It is part of other networks also. As it has grown, it has
become more formal. It has spawned a separate network for marketing. Its membership includes
both individuals and organisations.
L Biogas
Diverse actors (estimated at over 60, of whom about 35 – 40 are farmer biogas producers of whom
up to 20 are an active core). Coverage is national but concentration is in two regions and making use
of international links. The LINSA has a mix of informal structures and more formal ones. The latter
are prominent where funding is involved. There is no formal co-ordination – people lead by example
and others follow. There may be conflicting interests within this structure as a result. There are
various formal bodies within the LINSA, such as the Latvian Biogas Association.
L Fruit
There is a diverse range of about 600 members within about 100 nodes. There are overlapping
networks within the LINSA. It is national level with some international linkages. It is fully connected
with the National AKS. It is a complex hybrid organisation with dense and diverse inter-linkages.
There are formally structured entities within the LINSA (research organisations, for example) which
themselves are growing, but that formality is reasonably autonomous. Activities are diverse, but
cohere around knowledge sharing. The LINSA is public-facing.
N Care
Very formalised with 60 - 70 members and growing. Mainly regional but developing natinonally. .
There is a range of activities around knowledge, lobbying and support. A narrow range of members
(care farmers) but includes large and small and those for whom care farming is the main activity and
those for whom it is subsidiary to food production. The LINSA is not well connected with the care
sector – members are farmers rather than carers.
N Dairy
This is of national scale but activeness varies, depending on local support. Local parts of the network
can be formally organised (study groups, clubs) where numbers are controlled. The clubs
concentrate on specific subjects. Facilitation is by professional consultants. Membership is mainly
dairy farmers but within these there is diversity. The relationship with the formal AKN is quite weak.
There are approximately 200 farmers in one of the Dutch regions. Provincial government has beed a
driving force.
S ACDF
There is a regional technical (and closed) commission which is formally constituted, diverse and has
a formal programme of work. The 14 members know each other well. But there is a looser
(voluntary) membership of all who want to belong (in French speaking Switzerland), for information
exchange. It is of sub-national in scale (7 Cantons). It has strong links with the conventional AKS.
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4 LEVEL OF NETWORK INTEGRATION
This section examines the level of network integration in each LINSA. Partners addressed
questions that were derived from the conceptual framework and are listed in the analytical
research guide. These concern mechanisms of development, processes of learning and
innovation and network structure.

4.1 What are the mechanisms of network development?
As already desribed in Sections 2 and 3 LINSA ilustrate different sort of networks with
respect to structure, diversity, complexity, formalisation ranging for example from the diffuse
and loosely integrated ‘network of networks’ whihc often lack any formal structures (E B&H,
L Fruit) to those that are better conneccted, more formalised (S ACDF). They develop in
different ways. Some emerge from small groups of farmers and grow by a progressive
process of co-opting local groups (F RAD). Inspired by individuals are important in the
development of some networks and remain pivotal (S Natürli, F RAD, similarly entrepreneurs
play a key role in network development (N Care). Network development can be described as
a form of self-organisation into a social movement (N Dairy, N Care, E Perm).
Networks develop through the formalisation of an existing diffuse network (E Perm, I Crisop).
As networks get bigger and formalise they tend to seek legitimacy through accreditation and
standards and research but as they grow the can no longer rely on trust, an essential part of
early network development in some cases (S Naturli, H Nat). In some cases network
development brings new actors and new ideas and potentially conflict. This is also the case
where actors pursue their individual interests and motivations within networks, which can
lead to competition and distrust. For some network integration and diffusion of the innovation
depends on individual farmers adopting the practice (F Charter, N Dairy) like the innovation
adoption model. The same mechanisms can stimulate network formation in different
contexts: intensive knowledge needs from outside of AKS is a key trigger for a number of
LINSA (I CVR, L Biogas). There is also an economic rationale to networking and
collaborating, as network members can get access to information and support more easily.
Table 8 lists the key elements of network development for each LINSA.
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Table 8

Mechanisms of network development

E B&H
E B&H is effectively a ‘network of networks’. The FS itself involves 23 partner organisations (state
bodies, including the health authority and the city council, as well as more than 200 voluntary
groups). Inherent within this, is the aim of making connections and enabling bodies and individuals to
achieve the goals of the FS.
E Perm
There is a centralised network operating both through the PA and through LAND. This links a diffuse
and diverse range of members (groups and individuals) who rarely meet up. Networking and learning
facilitated by the PA activities are considered very important by members for gathering information
from, and sharing experiences with, like-minded people.
EU Organ
Network formation is supported financially through EU financing of this FP7 project. Tasks include
initiating contact between stakeholders and providing a platform for stakeholders to exchange
knowledge and experience. The intention is that the EU project should take the role as a catalyst:
initiating network formation and putting structures in place that will continue after the project has
ceased.
F RAD
Some farmers in Brittany had experimented since the 80s on less intensive farming practices and
built the first groups. In 1994, 11 local groups of farmers created the “Sustainable Agriculture
Network” (RAD), to share ideas and hire advisors. Other groups progressively joined the network.
Today the RAD is made of 29 groups. RAD grows by progressive process of co-opting local groups.
The RAD itself belongs to a larger AKS FNIVAM. RAD hires experts and facilitators to manage the
network.
F Charter
This emerged in response to mad cow disease to foster consumer confidence in quality/security of
farmer practices. It was developed by farmer organisations with support from the extension service;
it is state funded and described as top down. Advisors encourage farmers to adopt the Charter.
National and regional facilitation teams roll out the scheme.
G Women
The network is characterised by a high degree of formality, high degree of complexity, and relatively
low diversity of actors involved. Most involved are farm women from family farms. Although the
group is homogenous composition is changing and differentiating with many external contacts.
Membership in the BBV offers access to the farm women’s association. Honorary posts get
assistance from some salaried employees.
G DLG
200 FTEs are controlled in their work by an honorary strategy board and an honorary board of
directors. Work is done by 86 technical committees and special projects and tasks. LG is described
as powerful with numerous contacts with science, politics and practitioners.
H Nat
A loose, non-formal network of LEADER LAGs, created during a transdisciplinary action research
project, but became a self-maintaining network on its own right. Currently has around 11 LAGs.
Intends to remain an informal, flexible, working/learning network, and thus does not want to grow
bigger than some 15 LAGs. This would mean a maximum 20-30 people at a meeting, which is the
upper limit for both logistical reasons and for a trusting and active community. NATURAMA was
created surprisingly easy, given barriers and shows the desire for such a learning and innovation
network, also shows that a small facilitation effort can be effective.
I CVR
The development of the initiative required the acquisition of knowledge and the mobilisation of
resources not available inside the local socio-technical system nor provided by formal AKS. Its
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development was driven by the interaction at the boundaries of the local community of producers
between the first promoters and several actors belonging to different communities (Universities,
research organisation, local institutions), who were willing to share their vision and frames of
reference.
I Crisop
Lack of commercial opportunities brought farmers together initially. Crisoperla Association
represents the first step of a complex networking process. The structuring of the network goes
through two important steps: 1. the formalisation of the group of farmers, technicians and GAS
(Solidarity-based Purchase Groups) in the Association Crisoperla, a crucial milestone for the
consolidation of the internal relationships and the interaction with the outside. 2. definition of two
separate fields of activity- the activities related to production and marketing (Cooperative –Under the
same sky), and those ones more specifically related to relational, cultural and political aspects.
L Biogas
The network is very loosely structured and represents the interests of distinctly diverse groups. Key
agents promoting biogas network and mutual learning are the study farm “Vecauce” and the Latvian
Biogas Association. There are different actors pursuing their individual interests and motivations
which often are contrasting (market v. alternative energy supplies). A joint network is in early stages
of formation. Several mechanisms can be discerned that stimulate network formation: intensive
knowledge needs as the field is new; joint learning activities (eg events); economic rationale – as a
network member you get information about subsidies and lobby producers interests; need for public
recognition.
L Fruit
The fruit growing network is diverse and geographically spread across the country, it has developed
around particular organisations which implement collaborative projects. It is integrated by structural
factors, supports measures and market pressures, diverse knowledge needs; and having a strong
sectoral identity and political recognition. Regionally members are more integrated in networks. It is
described s representing a dynamic balance between diversity and commonality.
N Care
Network development is described as initially a form of self-organisation into a social movement.
New forms and providers of health care were encouraged, provided that they obtained a formal
accreditation (the AWBZ accreditation). Farmers in regions realised that in order to obtain
accreditation they had to collaborate, as funding agencies were not willing to negotiate with
individual care farmers. Boer and Zorg was one of these regional networks that successfully
obtained a AWBZ accreditation (in 2004). Over time the Boer and Zorg has become more formalised
and to become a member at this point in time (2012), new care farmers need to fulfil several
requirements in the form of two health care certificates.
N Dairy
Farmers practice low external input dairy farming. Described as a very loosely coupled group that is
spread over different parts of the Netherlands. Network development plays out at the individual level
of the dairy farmers, there is no formal membership although many of the farmers are members of
an environmental co-operatives. A number of study clubs for farmers are organised. LINSA can be
viewed as operating like a “social movement” in that gaining legitimacy in the policy making process
has been a very important goal for the farmers involved. Legitimacy is sought through research to
prove the effectiveness of the approach, and certification with calculation approaches. Network
integration and growth depend on individual farmers adopting the practice of low external input
farming. Disadvantage - a large amount of money to put into study clubs, but some farmers will
never join a study club.
S Naturli
Innovative ideas came from one committed individual, supported by a well functioning social
network, who motivated farmers to collaborate. Originally, the network around the brand “natürli”
developed through mechanisms of entrepreneurial collaboration, public support, private funding and
personal contacts. Through these the main actors built up relations with other actors such as cheese
makers, farmers, state officers, local politicians, and private funds. Current mechanisms are primarily
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dependent on trust , individual actors have put a lot of personal effort into the network and
discussion of change gets emotional. Transactions are done without formal contracts –based on to
trust but this can create difficulties with newcomers as the networks grows.

Key points













Different sort of networks are descibed: with a high degree of formality; with a high
degree homogeneity (Bavarian rural woman´s association); a loose network (N
Dairy); a ‘network of networks’ (E B&H); not well connected and not well integrated (L
Biogas)
Networks emerge from small groups of farmers (F RAD) and/or are inspired by
individuals (S Natürli, F RAD); emerge as a formalisation of an existing diffuse
network (E Perm); or grow by progressive process of co-opting local groups (F RAD)
Network development can be described as a form of self-organisation into a social
movement (N Dairy, N Care)
The structuring of the network often goes through a formalisation process (I Crisop)
As networks get bigger and formalised (I Crisop), they seek legitimacy through
accreditation and standards (N Care, E Perm, S Natürli) and research (N Dairy, E
Perm); as they grow the can no longer rely on trust (S Natürli, H NAT)
Network integration and growth for some depends on individual farmers adopting the
practice (F Charter, N Dairy) like the innovation adoption model
Same mechanisms stimulate network formation in different contexts: intensive
knowledge needs from outside of AKS (I CVR, L Biogas); economic rationale – as a
network member you get information about subsidies and lobby producers interests;
need for public recognition (biogas); collaboration allows you to obtain accreditation
(N Care)
Different actors pursue their individual interests and motivations within networks (L
Biogas), there can be competition, some show a balance between diversity and
commonality (L Fruit)

4.2 What are the processes of innovation and learning and how
do they occur?
In some LINSA the participation of diverse agents is advantageous for learning and
knowledge flows which lead to innovations. However learning can depend on the extent of
integration of the network and the level of trust amongst actors. Where trust is high and
network members share the same frames, engagement and learning are enhanced. Where
networks are poorly integrated or there is competition and distrust then opportunities for
learning is limited. Lack of money and time to foster processes of innovation and learning
can also constrain knowledge exchange.
Individual and experiential learning is important where problem solving is needed and where
there is no AKS support. This learning is often shared through peer to peer learning.
Reification occurs through a process of negotiation through consensus and objects of
reification include logos, common principles, policy documents, code of rules and product
specifications.
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For some LINSA internal knowledge exchange within the boundaries is strong but externally
is weak, this can be due to a great internal workload of actors, a strong internal identity and
to a lack of boundary spanners. For other LINSA boundary work can be fundamental in
networks that need to grow and connect to other networks. Boundary objects are closely
related to notions of quality standards and creation of co-operatives; they can be discourses
and processes as well as tangible things such as trademarks. Table 9 describes some
processes of learning and innovation in LINSA.
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Table 9

Processes of innovation and learning

E B&H
Mutual engagement – E B&H do listen to its members but due to the diversity of groups involved,
sometimes individual groups feel that more could be done. Joint enterprise -there has always been a
degree of ad hoc engagement and interaction between different projects, but the Food Strategy (FS)
enables those involved to see how everything is connected and encourages work towards a
common goal. Shared repertoire -the groups who have been brought together within the Food
Partnership (FP) all have their own agendas, and yet there has been a degree of convergence of
opinions over time. Participation -individuals/groups through their engagement with the FS realise
benefits both for themselves and the wider community. The FP acts as a gatekeeper. Farmers were
highlighted as being one group that are not fully engaged with the FP and FS. Reification- the FS
sets out the overarching goals, but is not prescriptive about how individuals/communities contribute
towards them. Boundary work -the FP has a key role as a boundary breaker. The FP functions as a
bridge between the different partners involved.
E Perm
Members create knowledge through shared practice and this suggests that social learning is taking
place. Although the level of personal interaction is low, information is ‘personalised’. Mutual
engagement binds Permaculture practitioners together into a social entity with shared values and
norms. Practitioners share a broad collective understanding of permaculture although there is
negotiation. Permaculture practitioners hold each other accountable to a sense of joint enterprise.
Practitioners implement the design principles, they also undertake design and diploma courses,
these are part of the set of reified forms (rules, policies, standards, goals). A shared repertoire is
demonstrated – the Permaculture design principles. the design course and diploma are all a sign of
credibility of practice and part of the PA’s common currency; as well as a shared language. The
founders of permaculture from the 70s, and their publications (referred to by some as “bibles”), have
become mythologised and part of the accepted narrative of permaculture.
F RAD
Each farmer group shares a common vision and works together on their practices. Each group hires
an adviser who shares their ideas and vision and facilities innovation. F RAD hires experts and
facilitators who organise exchanges amongst farmers, advisors and research projects. Two
boundary objects are: 1. the dairy production approach elaborated in 80s this a launched the debate
about productivist methods and is emblematic for alternative livestock production and central to F
RAD; and 2. A strategic game Forage Rami which facilitates reflection.
F Charter
Farmers have no links although shared common objectives of the F Charter. Knowledge activities
are organised around the specification of the charter. A new version of the charter requires collective
knowledge building and decisions making. Boundary object is the F Charter, a leaflet describing 41
good practices supported by an assessment system.
G Women
Mutual acceptance and appreciation are important. Education and communicative exchange are key
mechanisms. Boundary objects include the logo, weekly paper etc
G DLG
Transforms and communicates science findings to practitioners and promotes professional and
social education and further training in agriculture. Thousands of progressive farms and hundreds of
companies in the field of agro and food industries who try out new products and processes, adopt
and adapt innovations and feedback their experiences into the G DLG process. The different
technical committees compete for personnel and budgets about which is decided by the honorary
board of directors. Projects must generate income and serve the purpose of the association. Main
task is knowledge management with orientation onwards progress. Participation in technical
committees is limited to elected specialists so rather ‘closed’. The boundary objects are publications
of DLG works, fairs, meetings demonstration etc.
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H Nat
Participants are mutually engaged, however, community maintenance does not always function,
conflicts result from internal personal tensions and external threats. Evidence for joint enterprise
concerns and shared repertoire exists. Most of the learning arises through participation on the
meetings and workshops. For reification, NATURAMA produces documents, events etc and intends
a more structured reification process (the creation of a NATURAMA Knowledge Base, NATURAMA
Workshops, booklets, etc.). Boundary work occurs between 1. NATURAMA members (as CoPs) and
(2) between NATURAMA and other actors of the Hungarian rural development arena (LAGs,
Ministry, etc.). Local Action Groups (LAGs), became better, or/and more confident and visible
through co-operation and open to learning.
I CVR
Innovation comes as a result of interactions at the boundary of the local community of producers
(PDO). The mutual engagement of the peer group translates into the definition of the activities and
practices of the members. As a result of the co-ordination within the group the level of cohesion of
the community grows (joint enterprise). The process of reification continues through the adoption of
an additional set of product specifications, stricter than the productive standard of the PDO
“Parmigiano-Reggiano”, and it was completed with the registration of a mark which still today
identifies cheese obtained from Red Cow’s milk.
I Crisop
Level of integration is high and social learning takes place. Mutual engagement is well represented
by the sharing of values, the intensity of participation and the sense of belonging of its members;
joint enterprise is clear in the negotiation of different visions; and shared repertoire is seen in the
material and immaterial resources – publications, logos, spaces etc. The repertoire of Crisoperla is
built through processes of participation and reification. Boundary objects include the document
"Proposals for organic farming" and a code of rules that members have decided to adopt, this code
evolved until there was a sufficient degree of consensus that has brought to reification. The logo,
common principles, policy documents and the code of rules are some of the objects of reification. In
Crisoperla the boundary work is fundamental because Crisoperla is a fast growing network, open
to connecting with other networks.
L Biogas
Knowledge is imported from other countries as there was little local expertise in biogas; however,
knowledge is continuously being localised. Technological learning is central at the current stage of
network development and experiential, hands-on learning is favoured by practitioners, although
sometimes they exchange experience with each other. Sharing of technological knowledge seems
potentially sensitive, as actors feel as competitors. There is no mutual engagement, the “joint-ness”
is developing, but not present to a degree sufficient to identify this LINSA as a CoP. Participation is
recognised by some network participants. Reifications in biogas LINSA are varied – technologies,
documents etc, “immaterial” sort of reifications is emerging - organisational traditions and routine
practices of producers, embodying their knowledge.
L Fruit
Innovation and learning happen both in informal and formal interactions. The network shows
considerable openness and diversity. Participation of diverse agents is advantageous for diverse
forms of learning and knowledge flows, leading to innovations. Participants’ engagement is promoted
by several shared frames in the LINSA – technological, economic, sustainability, and sectoral.
Participation and reifications are found to be generally inclusive, with some structural factors (size,
commercialisation, generation) influencing the intensity of learning. Boundary objects in this LINSA
are closely related to notions of quality standards and creation of co-operatives; boundary brokers
are the organisations; boundary interactions are all the project-meetings, events etc.
N Care
Within the co-operative itself the learning is mainly done through exchange of information between
farmers. Health care farming is functioning as the boundary object that brings together the health
care and the agricultural sectors, the farmer (and their partners) are the boundary spanners. Both
sectors have a strong regulated policy environment.
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N Dairy
Learning occurs firstly at the individual level of the farmer where farmers need to become soil and
grass managers rather than herdsman (second loop learning) and secondly at the national level. The
effectiveness of the whole approach has been subject of a heated scientific debate since there was
no clear scientific evidence forthcoming. Support from the formal AKS is minimal. The ‘mineral
compass’ developed by the low external input farmers and the mineralenwijzer, the calculation
method from researchers from Wageningen UR, has the potential to start to function as a boundary
object between the approach of the low-external input farmers and the more mainstream dairy
farmers. Learning is described at 2 levels is described - firstly at the individual level of the farmer
where farmers need to become soil and grass managers rather than herdsman (second loop
learning) and secondly at the national level
S Naturli
The group consists of different people with a variety of knowledge and skills. Mr A. Bieri has cheese
making skills and local knowledge and relationships. PZB have known how on political and
administrative issues, marketing, accounting networking etc. Money and time to foster processes of
innovation and learning are lacking. Mutual engagement is present, even though aims of different
actors within the CoP are not always the same. The brand “Natürli” has negotiated a joint enterprise
and this holds together the network. A shared repertoire has been created -resources such as
common procedures and concepts exist. The actors around Natürli are not collaborating close
enough, though, to have common stories, gestures or words. Participation - only stakeholders of the
company and producers who deliver to Natürli can take part in the learning processes, only
members of the Natürli network profit from the aggregated knowledge and experiences. The best
example of reification is the creation of the brand. The network is rather loose and not closed in
itself, so exchange across boundaries easily takes place but due to the workload of all actors within
the boundaries, exchange with the outside world is difficult and rare. Boundary objects are
discourses and processes as well as the trademark.

Key points












Participation of diverse agents is advantageous for diverse forms of learning and
knowledge flows, leading to innovations. Participants’ engagement is promoted by
several shared frames– technological, economic, sustainability, and sectoral. (LFruit
growing)
Lack of money and time to foster processes of innovation and learning (S Naturlil)
In poorly integrated network, knowledge is not shared because of competition fears (L
Biogas)
Individual and experiential learning is important (N Dairy, L Biogas) where problem
solving is needed and where there is no AKS support.
learning occurs at different levels, at the individual and practical level of the farmer and
secondly at the national level where paradigmatic/cultural shifts are needed (N Dairy)
Although actors might share common ‘hard’ repertoire such as codes, books, some
actors are not collaborating close enough to a common ‘soft’ repertoire have common
stories, gestures or words (S Naturli).
The process of reification continues through the adoption of an additional sets of product
specifications (I CVR). Logos, common principles, policy documents and the code of
rules are some of the objects of reification. Reification is a process of negotiation through
consensus (I Crisopa).
Boundary objects are closely related to notions of quality standards and creation of cooperatives (L Fruit); the ‘mineral compass’ /calculation method has the potential to
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function as a boundary object between the approach of the low-external input farmers
and the more mainstream dairy farmers (N Dairy).
For some LINSA exchange within the boundaries is strong but with the outside world is
rare this can be due to great internal workload of actors (S Naturli) or lack of boundary
spanners (permaculture). For others boundary work can be fundamental in networks that
need to grow and connect to other networks I Crisop .
Boundary objects can be discourses and processes as well as tangible things such as
trademarks (S Naturli)

4.3 LINSA as Communities of Practice
This section reports on partners analysis of their LINSA in relation to whether they could be
called Communities of Practice (CoP), Networks of Practice (NoP) or Constellations of
Practice. Table 10 describes the characteristics of the LINSA that relate to these concepts.
LINSA range from tight CoP to looser Constellations of Practice. Some CoP are embedded
in other NoP or CoP. LINSA are also dynamic and changing. The progressive expansion of
the network shows how they move on from CoP to NoP.

NOTE:
Communities of Practice (CoP) are defined as “groups of people who share a concern, a set
of problems, or a passion about a topic, and who deepen their knowledge and expertise in
this area by interacting on an ongoing basis” (Wenger et al., 2002, p. 4).
Networks of Practice (NoP) share similar features to CoP but are characterised by looser
ties, a weak organisational framework and greater external influence (Brown and Duguid,
2001).
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Table 10 LINSA as Communities of Practice
E B&H
The LINSA cannot be described as an integrated CoP, in that there is no systematic coordination of
practice. It is also difficult to consider them as a NoP, in that there is no one recognised network. It is
appropriate to refer to it as a constellation of practice, that gradually over time may develop into a
NoP as more of those involved actively engage in the underlying values of the FP/FS.
E Perm
CoP as a group they share values, expertise and passion for joint enterprise, there is a sense of
membership of a wider network, and their shared frames and language makes communication
easier. There is a legitimate organisational authority in the PA and there is an emphasis on
competence and practice. Some dogmatic practitioners are inward-looking with little boundary
activity. There is little interaction with conventional food systems (or AKS). There are some tensions
between wanting standardisation of activities and wanting flexibility.
F RAD There are 2 levels, each of them being a CoP: 1. Each local group (about 70 farms and an
adviser) creates very strong ties - the farmers and advisors share a professional and a global view,
build their practices together, and identify their objectives together in a participative way. 2. The
network made of the 29 local groups (3000 farmers and about 30 advisors) also have very strong
links through a national general assembly, and an active association desk. Farmers are very active
in all the decisions concerning the network. F RAD also belongs to a larger network (FNCIVAM)
which can itself be considered as a NoP: participants share practices, a vision, but the links among
them are rather light. F RAD might also be considered as an Innovation Network. There are two
sorts of boundary objects - the dairy production approach and the strategic game Forage Rami;
F Charter Two networks: 1. A CoP made of the elected farmers, the advisors and the facilitators
involved in the Scheme (about 3000 people). They work together, share objectives, practices,
decision making, organisation of the scheme and communication about it. They also can be
considered as a Community of Interest. 2. A NoP made of the farmers involved in the F Charter
(about 110 000 people). They share practices, objectives, but they do not have strong ties – they are
linked to the advisors more than to other farmers.
G Women A CoP, out of which there always occurs something new, and as a community which
stabilizes the main association as well as the individual farms. A new logo emerged to give women in
the BBV identity in a male run organisation. Women consider themselves as outsiders as they come
from a traditional farming region compared to other parts of Germany.
G DLG The main DLG-body can be considered as a CoP as it is composed of full-time employees
working on the basic tasks of the DLG. The technical committees which consist of honorary
members are more of a NoP working on specific tasks in a more informal and self-directed way. With
the variability of represented expertise the learning is described as shared rather than centralized
transfer of knowledge.
H Nat
Could be considered a NOP - a loose network of CoPs, LAG agencies that are all quite different from
each other and geographically separate , and are based on everyday professional contact.
NATURAMA creates many connections through people, BOs and interactions, thus NATURAMA
functions as a NOP. However there is a distinctive and collegiate smaller group who has developed
the three features of a COP themselves within the NoP and have shared understanding, working
method/style, vocabulary. This duality of NoP and CoP is of interest. Motivation has been the need
for mutual support, and the strong learning needs of participants. This demonstrates that an effective
network can form with little facilitation.
I CVR
A CoP: 1) a stable community between members working in close proximity and sharing a common
mission and goal. 2) Common productive activities (all the CVR members are dairy farmers) and
repertoire that are the heritage of the local tradition now codified into a code of practice that is the
result of the process of negotiation between the first members of the Consortium. The development
of the initiative is interesting being driven by the interaction at the boundaries of different
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communities who were willing to share their vision and frames of reference. The process of
reification through the adoption of product specifications and the process of negotiation which led to
a code of practice, the codification of the local tradition is of interest.
I Crisop
Crisoperla is a CoP but the openness to the interaction with other local and extra local networks is
part of the evolution of the original network and it entering a broader NoP (weaker ties) with
progressive expansion of the network outside the regions of origin . The boundary work is
intense and sees the special engagement of some actors, mostly technicians and consumers, more
rarely of farmers.
L Biogas
There is no mutual engagement, and cannot identify this LINSA as a CoP however there is some
trust between scientists, growers, and other stakeholders. It is a Constellation of practices so
boundary work is relevant, internally it relates to interactions between producers and scientists and
externally to networks and the policy-makers and the general public. Cooperation and coordination
of activities is poorly developed, joint decisions are taken rarely, however all members admit the
need for closer communication. It is interesting how different actors pursue their individual and
contrasting interests and motivations (market v. alternative energy supplies) –also the ‘landless’
operators who compete for land, push up land prices There are a couple of agents in the LINSA (in
particular, the study farm “Vecauce” and Biogas association), which perform as brokers within and
beyond the network. They also create space for boundary interactions and development of common
frames. Involvement of scientists is diverse and there is considerable trust between scientists,
growers, and other stakeholders. The emergence of immaterial reifications organisational traditions
and routine practices of producers at their plants, embodying their knowledge is of interest.
L Fruit
Can be considered a Constellation of Practices, since there are multifunctional objectives
(production, marketing, research, advisory, policy making, education, environmental management),
several directions of innovation (technical, social, economic) and considerable hybridity in terms of
participants (organisations, individuals, groups; public and private partners.
N Care
This LISA shares many of the attributes of a CoP, although they are more formally bound together in
a legal cooperative than is generally the case in a CoP. Their mutual engagement thus stems from
their membership and the activities the cooperative provides. The joint enterprise is the practice of
health farming. Within the board of the cooperative there is still a strong sense of belonging to the
agricultural sector, however for the individual members this is more diffuse. The shared repertoire is
the shared history of the members of the cooperative and the different phases that can be identified
in its start-up.
N Dairy
A NoP - very loosely coupled and not all people are located in the same geographical area with
weak ties. However, they do share a common practice (low external input dairy farming) and they
also have a shared repertoire that involves the former attempts of the Dutch government to introduce
other nutrient management schemes. Network (loose) development plays out at the individual level
of the dairy farmers, there is no formal membership. Individual and experiential learning is important
where problem solving is needed and where there is no AKS support the process of seeking.
S Naturli
Relations are almost too loose for ‘networks of innovation’ and CoPs. It is NoP and an innovation
network. Milk producers and cheese makers do not have a strong formal organisational framework,
they usually do not meet, i.e. they are dispersed, and they share the practice of natural milk
production but do not coordinate it systematically. Constellation of practice describes the Natürli
network as well.
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Key points






There are range of ‘types’ described, some form tight CoP (I CVR) other are looser
constellation of practices (L Fruit, E B&H). Interpretations differ -can we describe those
which are more formally bound as CoP? (L Biogas, G Women, N Care ). There are
networks within networks, eg CoP within CoP ( F RAD) and CoP within NoP (H NAT, F
Charter)
Networks change. The progressive expansion of the network outside the regions of
origin show how they move on from CoP to NoP. The boundary work can be
intense where networks are expanding (I Crisop). There is anticipated change of
constellation of practice to NoP over time (E B&H)
Competition appears to override collaboration in some LINSA (N Care, L Biogas)
although in others the reverse is true (L Fruit)

4.4 Emerging issues of interest with respect to network
integration
Table 11 highlights particular areas of interest in LINSA, where findings were unexpected.
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Table 11 Emerging issues of interest in network integration
E B&H
For the most part, farmers are oriented towards national or international markets, rather than being
focused towards the City – this is significant in terms of understanding how the FP/FS might develop
and become a LINSA. The overarching goal of the FP/FS is to achieve social change in some way
through the medium of food, largely at a community level, but not to directly develop sustainable
agricultural practices.
E Perm
There is a focus on the process of doing permaculture but little about the outcomes. There was a
large emphasis on permaculture as a belief system, a philosophy, a way of living rather than as a set
of practices for food production. There appears to be a lack of vision for the future and little ambition
to ‘mainstream’ or scale-up permaculture or generally develop it as an innovation. In fact, there was
resistance to this idea from some.
F RAD
There are 2 levels, each of them being a CoP: 1. Each local group (about 70 farms and an adviser)
creates very strong ties - the farmers and advisors share a professional and a global view, build their
practices together, and identify their objectives together in a participative way. 2. The network made
of the 29 local groups (3000 farmers and about 30 advisors) also have very strong links through a
national general assembly, and an active association desk. Farmers are very active in all the
decisions concerning the network. F RAD also belongs to a larger network (FNCIVAM) which can
itself be considered as a NoP: participants share practices, a vision, but the links among them are
rather light. F RAD might also be considered as an Innovation Network.
F Charter
Two networks: 1. A CoP made of the elected farmers, the advisors and the facilitators involved in the
Scheme (about 3000 people). They work together, share objectives, practices, decision making,
organisation of the scheme and communication about it. They also can be considered as a
Community of Interest. 2. A NoP made of the farmers involved in the F Charter (about 110 000
people). They share practices, objectives, but they do not have strong ties – they are linked to the
advisors more than to other farmers.
G Women
A CoP, out of which there always occurs something new, and as a community which stabilizes the
main association as well as the individual farms. A new logo emerged to give women in the BBV
identity in a male run organisation. Women consider themselves as outsiders as they come from a
traditional farming region compared to other parts of Germany.
G DLG
The main DLG-body can be considered as a CoP as it is composed of full-time employees working
on the basic tasks of the DLG. The technical committees which consist of honorary members are
more of a NoP working on specific tasks in a more informal and self-directed way. With the variability
of represented expertise the learning is described as shared rather than centralized transfer of
knowledge.
H Nat
The main purpose of NATURAMA as a NoP (or/and CoP) for the close members is psychological
and community support, ensuring a trusting relationship in a hostile and difficult environment. It is
interesting that such a strong and long lasting co-operation can come out from such internal
motivation. A conscious ‘self-control’ against growth and ‘political ambitions’ to protect a trusting,
innovative working environment.
I CVR
The active part of the network is mainly belonging to the world of consumers and less to the world of
farmers, the level of farmer participation is quite low.
I Crisop
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Crisoperla is a CoP but the openness to the interaction with other local and extra local networks is
part of the evolution of the original network and it entering a broader NoP (weaker ties) with
progressive expansion of the network outside the regions of origin . The boundary work is
intense and sees the special engagement of some actors, mostly technicians and consumers, more
rarely of farmers.
L Biogas
External investors are a group of ‘landless’ operators who compete for land, push up land prices,
transport biomass for long distances, etc. This is a deviation from the original idea to connect biogas
production with the existing agricultural farms. In several cases these companies have taken over
the existing biogas plants from agricultural farms. This kind of biogas operators make a distortion in
the sector and put pressure on the existing agricultural production systems. The new biogas projects
tend to congest in the most fertile agricultural areas, and land is often taken from food farmers to
biomass producers.
L Fruit
The degree of commonality achieved within such a diverse range of actors was unexpected, as well
as an absence of internal controversy. The level of appreciation expressed by the policy institutions
and the quality of dialogue (between policy institutions and the fruit growing sector) reflects maturity
of the relationship. There was predominance of co-operation over competition. Cultural activities and
public events are effective means of learning and knowledge exchange (involving consumers!).
N Care
Takes a very decentralised approach, not much coordination takes place and new clients are
encouraged to directly contact a care farm, which means that the members of the cooperative are in
competition to one another. Boer and Zorg also has a limited network in the health care sector and in
the recent past this has led to some problems with members who incurred financial penalties for
administrative mistakes. This has led to some distrust both from farmers and the health care
organisations as to the quality of the organisation of the cooperation.
N Dairy
The scientific researchers have lost interest: the scientific debate is deadlocked between proponents
and opponents and no scientific experiments take place at the moment. At the same time the
support at the political level for the approach is still very real.
S Naturli
The exchange (knowledge, information, needs) between the main innovation actors at the core of
Natürli (A. Bieri, PZB) and the milk producers at the periphery of the network is marginal. Even
though the different subgroups within Natürli are integrated, they do not really form one single
community and the degree of integration therefore is very heterogeneous and overall rather low.
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5 LEVEL OF INNOVATION
Drawing on SOLINSA report Deliverable 2.1, section 2, innovation is defined as being about
knowledge creation and exchange, but also about fostering entrepreneurial drive and
activity, vision development, resource mobilisation, market formation, building legitimacy for
change, and overcoming resistance to change. Within this context, it is crucial to understand
both the process that constitutes innovation as well as the context in which the process
takes place. This is something that comes out very strongly within the different case studies,
in that the observations within the individual two page reports are clearly very context
dependent and to some extent subjective (inevitably) in their assessment of the innovations
concerned. The concepts considered here are described in Deliverable 2.1 and in Brunori et
al. (2013).

5.1 Do the LINSA display characteristics of incremental or
radical innovations?
Incremental (first order) innovation is described as being where the higher level rules, actors
and artefacts remain largely unchallenged, while radical (second-order) innovation is
concerned with changing these overarching rules. This leads to the question as to whether
novelty or niche innovation which never impacts the overarching regime can truly be
described as radical. Table 12 highlights the innovation characteristics for each LINSA.

Table 12 LINSA level of innovation
E B&H
This LINSA is aiming for radical innovation through an integrated approach. The intention is to
influence the whole city rather than just particular interest groups.
E Perm
Permaculture is described as a radical innovation in that it completely changes and challenges the
way we think about how food and resources are produced and used. The LAND project is described
as being arguably more incremental and a means to gradually disseminate what permaculture is
about. Although described as radical, it is clear that it does not challenge the overarching regime.
F RAD
The RAD promotes sustainable agriculture through helping local groups identify their own way
towards more sustainable agriculture. The overall goal is to promote a paradigm shift, although this
strikes me as more of an aspiration than a reality, at least at this stage.
F Charter
The charter of good practices aims at slowly and progressively supporting most of the French cattle
farmers to improve their practices. i.e., incremental innovation.
G Women
This LINSA is driven forward by ‘roundtables’ which do not revolutionise agriculture but are a starting
point for new activities. There is a process of continuous improvement and adjustment -incremental
change over a very long period of time.
G DLG
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This LINSA can be understood as being either incremental or radical, depending on the source of
knowledge. From a scientific or political perspective, innovations can be quite radical and result in
large technical advancements or changes to society; from an existing product or process,
innovations may be more incremental, resulting in a more modest technological change.
H Nat
In principle, Naturama is not challenging the system or trying to change the rules of the game. As
such it represents incremental innovation. However, in practice the implementation of Leader within
Hungary is not typical. Naturama, in taking a more traditional Leader approach, can be seen as
radical innovation.
I CVR
This LINSA involves combining elements of economic and agricultural sustainability in a distinctive
and innovative way. There is a different approach to the final market. Being part of a PDO, this
innovation did not involve changes to the PDO STS. Innovation is more akin to retro-innovation,
rediscovering an existing resource which was mobilised and adapted to a new and emerging societal
demand for a particular sustainability outcome. There are similarities with L Fruit.
I Crisop
This LINSA is described as being a radical innovation at a local level in that it does constitute a
break with the dominant economic, political, techno-organisational and cultural patterns. It involves
the reorganisation of local organic food production-provisioning.
L Biogas
This LINSA is described as being a ‘complex, multidimensional innovation’. Biogas production in
itself can be seen as a radical innovation. Biogas is based on technologies that have been
developed abroad (more characteristic of incremental innovations), but for a locally viable solution—
i.e. context specificity is important. This LINSA is totally dependent on state protectionism. It is
radical, but won’t result in anything permanent. It involves a new way of knowledge production and
dissemination, not involving the traditional AKS, but individual researchers and technology. Investors
are new actors.
L Fruit
This is described as displaying elements of both incremental and radical innovation. It is incremental
in the sense of building on historical knowledge; radical in the sense that it creates new economic
spaces for smallholders and commercial orchard owners. Also the notion of retro-innovation, in
terms of bringing back traditional methods and varieties sidelined by more intensive methods in
recent years. Thus it can be debated: can something be described as radical just because it
introduces new economic spaces? Arguably yes.
N Care
The innovation here is described as ‘taking an existing set of practices (farming activities) and
introducing it into a new social environment’. This LINSA is initially radical, in following an
anthroposophical philosophy, but now seen as part of multifunctional agriculture wherein health care
farming is delivered together with conventional intensive agriculture, in some cases. This LINSA is
described as not really being about farming, but about healthcare
N Dairy
This involves low external input farming and is described as breaking with the dominant conventional
approach and ‘a radically different way of understanding dairy farming’. Dairy farmers need to shift
their perspective. This is described as being somewhere between conventional and organic dairy
farming, so arguably not radical.
S Naturli
The innovation is described as being radical across three dimensions: technological (e.g. new
warehouse and new products), knowledge-based (e.g. new skills and cheesemaking procedures)
and management based (e.g. development of a new business model and the creation of a new
company). The innovation was described as being radical initially, but since then innovations have
been incremental. This leads to the question: are the results of innovation becoming normalised?
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Key points











No objective understanding of what is meant by radical. There is some debate as to
whether N Dairy is truly radical in that it is described as being somewhere between
conventional and organic.
Innovation may be radical initially, but subsequently becomes normalised (e.g. S Naturli
or in a slightly different way N Care).
Some LINSA are radical, but not about sustainable agriculture as such (e.g. N Care and
E B&H).
The notion of retro-innovation -rediscovering an existing resource which is then
mobilised and adapted to a new and emerging societal demand - emerged. (e.g. L Fruit
and I CVR).
Innovation in locally specific contexts (e.g. L Biogas using German technology in a
Latvian context; I Crisop – local organic structures; H NAT in its implementation of
LEADER).
Different temporal perspectives. When viewed from an historical perspective change
may be quite radical, but in the short term, incremental (e.g. G Women, G DLG).
Radical in its aspirations, incremental in its outcomes (e.g. F RAD and F Charter are
both about change over time; E Perm has had minimal direct impact, but arguably wider
changes through derivatives such as Transition Towns).

5.2 How do LINSA support socio-technical transition to
sustainability?
This section looks at how innovation can change a given socio-technical system in response
to a problem. Socio-technical systems are described as having three components: actors,
rules and artifacts. Innovation can be said to happen whenever the pattern of interaction
between these three components is changed. Innovation emerges as a more or less
coordinated attempt to create synergy and coherence amongst economic, social,
technological and environmental components of a system. This is known as ‘effective
reformism’. The idea of melding a range of novelties into a coherent working whole, which
then leads to a system innovation is considered. There is a degree of intentionality involved.
Table 13 tabulates the partners’ responses to the question: how do LINSA support sociotechnical transition to sustainability?
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Table 13 LINSA supporting socio-technical transition to sustainability
E B&H
Trust and cooperation rather than rules and regulation. There are no legal obligations or
responsibilities attached to the development. As the organisation becomes larger and more
successful, there is increasing pressure to introduce bureaucracies. There have been two food
strategies produced which have set out what the aims and objectives are. These strategies provide a
context.
E Perm
The permaculture diploma is key to defining what makes a genuine permaculture practitioner.
Permaculture is much stronger internally than it is in terms of its external influence. The link between
and farming is limited and not well supported.
F RAD
The RAD effectively has a vision to support transition to sustainability in agriculture. A pathway that
farmers and advisers can follow. Each project must consider the different aspects of sustainability. It
seems there is no one model.
F Charter
The charter of good practices aims at improving farm practices across six domains. The objective is
to help farmers progress towards more sustainable development.
G Women
It is difficult to see how STS transition towards sustainability is really happening in this LINSA. The
discussion is about stabilising the work-life balance of women, improving the relationships of the
people living on the farms, establishing areas of responsibility for women.
G DLG
The DLG highlights five important factors for sustainability. In 2008 it presented its ‘DLG
sustainability standard’ for agriculture. It tends to approach these from a technical change
(innovation) perspective. Social innovations are seen from a technical point of view.
H Nat
Naturama uses the traditional Leader approach of bottom-up, participatory, community led
development, in contrast to the mainstream delivery of Leader within Hungary, which does not take
this approach.
I CVR
This involves a new marketing approach operating outside the existing socio-technical regime. It is
driven by growing public opinion about the sustainability of agricultural production methods. There
are similarities with L Fruit.
I Crisop
Essentially, this LINSA is organic farming. It is also related to concepts of responsible consumption
and of solidarity. It is developing a new way of disseminating its activities to support transition
towards sustainability.
L Biogas
This was initiated politically from the top down. Has resulted in environmental, economic, technical
sustainability gains, but business and sustainability issues have clashed. ‘Biogas plants have been
established for profitable business rather than agricultural waste management goals’, resulting in
tensions and controversy.
L Fruit
This LINSA promotes integrated fruit growing, it involves practices which moderate environment
impacts, helps animate the rural economy, create rural employment, based on participatory
development. It is helped by changing consumption habits towards a healthier diet.
N Care
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Healthcare farming in this context is not concerned to transform the agricultural sector, but the
healthcare sector. If sustainability is taken to include people, planet and profit, the planet aspect is
not considered within this context.
N Dairy
Through certifying their low external input approach, those involved are trying to formalise their
working methods and make it more acceptable to policymakers.
S Naturli
Environmentally, support for ST transition is through the Swiss federal state and a third-party
external certification body; economically, naturli is paying a top price for the cheese and milk;
socially, the trademark naturli has enhanced the touristic reputation of the area. The network created
has altered governance structures allowing actors to survive economically. The interaction of actors,
rules and artifacts has changed because the actors now set the rules themselves and create their
own artifacts.

Key points










The socio-technical transition is quite clear in some cases (e.g. SNaturli).
In other cases, it is more selective (e.g. N Care is about the healthcare sector, but it is
not so much about the agricultural/environmental sector; E B&H is about the
sustainability of a city – through the medium of food).
Involves a formalisation of working methods (e.g. N Dairy) or a vision (E Perm).
Promoting or disseminating a particular approach toward sustainability (e.g. L Fruit and I
Crisop).
A new marketing approach operating outside the existing socio-technical regime (e.g. I
CVR).
The significance of changing consumption habits and demands in driving change (e.g. L
Fruit and I CVR).
Setting out a pathway or vision towards greater sustainability in agriculture. (Most
directly: F RAD and F Charter, but also to some extent E Perm and E B&H – a strategy).
Some niches have developed from the bottom up (e.g. S Naturli), others have been
prompted from the top down (e.g. N Care, where landscape changes have created niche
opportunities or L Biogas where the niche has only developed because of state support).
How might this be significant?

5.3 Is the LINSA a novelty, a niche or a change in the regime?
At the lowest level of structuration, novelties, actors experiment with new patterns of
interaction and new ways of doing things, and the outcomes are uncertain. At a higher level
of structuration, niches, there is an adequate level of coordination within a given network, but
the mode of operation can only survive because its size is limited and it does not challenge a
broader set of rules. This set of rules, the regime, provides a general frame for the
coordination of activities within the system. The landscape dynamics can affect regimes.
When the regime is solid and coherent, innovation is mainly of an incremental type. Niches
may not always completely overthrow regimes, but they can gradually change a regime over
time. Table 14 tabulates the responses from partners concerning the level of innovation and
transformation (novelty, niche or change of regime).
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Table 14 LINSA- a novelty, niche or a change in the regime?
E B&H
This LINSA is taking a holistic approach to eventually achieve regime change. The extent to which it
is radical or incremental depends on the perspective. Whilst many of the E B&H initiatives may be
radical from an agricultural perspective, they may be incremental within the context of community
development. New knowledge in one sphere might be conventional knowledge in another.
E Perm
This LINSA is described here as being a novelty innovation rather than a niche. It is certainly bottomup. It is described as being a failure in terms of not changing the regime, but that various offshoots
from it are having a wider impact.
F RAD
The RAD works at a niche level, with about 1% of French farmers belonging to the network. At the
same time, it endeavours to challenge the existing regime through developing partnerships with
research organisations and in some cases with the conventional AKS. ‘A radical innovation process,
but step-by-step’, which aims to help farmers build their own pathway towards sustainable
agriculture. A niche, which challenges the regime. Increasing involvement of the mainstream AKS.
F Charter
The idea is for every farmer to follow the shift, not simply a motivated few. [In other words, it is none
of these categories if viewed as a snapshot, but over time it is intent on regime change, or at least
changing aspects of the overarching regime. It is it worth considering the landscape context within
these deliberations.
G Women
Over an extended period of time, this does result in a ‘change in the regime’. This is very interesting,
as it could be considered aa radical niche or a larger scale increment.
G DLG
DLG was founded 125 years ago. Over the years, it has resulted in large advances in agriculture and
nutrition. [In other words, incremental change over a long period of time. ]. Mobilises and applies
existing knowledge. It is incremental, although some of these incremental innovations which are
based on existing knowledge result in radical social changes in agriculture. The DLG has had great
influence on German agriculture over 125 years.
H Nat
Naturama has deliberately chosen to remain separate from the mainstream delivery of Leader, which
it does not agree with. Naturama is acting as a niche, deliberately keeping the network informal and
flexible, and partly outside the mainstream regime. Naturama members have tried to remain true to
the original values of Leader which, it is suggested, are aiming for radical change. In this sense, they
are seen as acting as brokers who are displaying a degree of intentionality and purposeful agency –
redolent of ‘effective reformism’. It is clear that the mainstream deliverers of Leader are reacting
negatively to this through protecting themselves against this in various ways.
I CVR
A niche showing high levels of coordination between those involved, that doesn’t challenge the
broader set of PDO socio-technical system rules. Still part of the broader parmigiano reggiano COP.
It is relatively small-scale.
I Crisop
This is essentially a niche. Operates at the local scale and is not strong enough to challenge the
regime. It is to move away from the mainstream and to develop its own rules. Potentially, over time,
it could alter the dominant regime. Arguably innovations can be radical at a niche level, but
incremental at a regime level.
L Biogas
This LINSA is currently a niche, but with the potential to engender regime change. However, it is
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totally dependent upon state support, with little potential to be profitable under full market conditions.
The level of state support makes it slightly artificial and restricted.
L Fruit
This LINSA is described as being a hybrid that generates novelties, niches and regime shifts.
Novelty in terms of setting up new orchards and developing processing facilities; niche in terms of
sectoral strengthening and developing the market for local fruit; regime in terms of lobbying for and
influencing new policy programmes and measures.
N Care
This LINSA is described as filling several niches within the healthcare landscape. Having said that, it
is clear that changes at the landscape level have resulted in changes at the regime level, which in
turn has enabled individual entrepreneurs to develop care farms at a niche level. This niche
developed from the top down.
N Dairy
Operated by environmental cooperatives, this approach has been described as a niche that enjoys
some exemption from national environmental legislation. This is ‘a protected space for learning and
experimentation’.
S Naturli
This is described as being a niche in that it is isolated and does not lead to a change of regime at a
broader level. This niche developed from the bottom up.

Key points










Only one of the LINSA has been described as a novelty (E Perm). Perhaps more could
be described as novelties rather than niches (e.g. N Dairy, which is described as being ‘a
protected space for learning and experimentation’).
There a need to unpack LINSA that are described as ‘hybrid innovation’ (e.g. L Fruit )
The role of the state has clearly been very significant in some cases (especially L
Biogas).
A niche can over time result in regime change – ‘a radical innovation process, but stepby-step’ (F RAD).
The relationship between radical/incremental innovations needs clarification – are they a
novelty, niche etc.
Need to debate the relationship between the terms novelty, niche and regime in relation
to the scale of operations. G Women and G DLG are large-scale and incremental, but
with the potential to make radical regime changes; whereas F RAD is described as ‘a
radical innovation process, but step-by-step’.
To what extent are the LINSA involved displaying intentionality and purposeful agency to
elicit change (e.g. H NAT)

5.4 Extent of innovation and rule breaking
Partners were asked to consider the following question for their respective LINSA: Is the
LINSA focused on incremental innovation, mobilising and applying existing knowledge in
given contexts or it is a network that ‘breaks the rules’ of dominant socio-technical systems
and builds up new economic spaces endowed with their own rules, actors, and artifacts?
Table 15 tabulates response to this question for each LINSA.
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Table 15 LINSA extent of innovation and rule breaking
E B&H
Radical innovation in one context may be incremental innovation in another. From an agricultural
perspective, the E B&H measure success by a very different set of rules. It is difficult to say that it
breaks the rules as such, in that it is using agriculture and food production in a different way. There
are clear similarities with N Care.
E Perm
The permaculture LINSA is very much about building new social and economic spaces. It has its
own rules, actors and artefacts. Rules and guidelines are codified through the diploma. There are
also niche is within the overall niche.
F RAD
On the one hand, it endeavours to break the rules of the dominant system through the agricultural
approach it promotes. On the other hand, its ideas are increasingly supported by the mainstream
AKS. This may be a result of incremental innovation over time.
F Charter
The charter is organised by existing ‘mainstream’ AKS actors. It doesn’t break the rules. The
intention is to provide progressive, incremental evolution
G Women
This shows incremental change over a very long period of time. The DLG is mainly concerned to
‘mobilise and apply existing knowledge’. It is about developing the DLG ‘sustainability standard in
agriculture’. In some cases, this has resulted in pathbreaking and radical innovation. However, this
may have been many years ago.
G DLG
DLG was founded 125 years ago. Over the years, it has resulted in large advances in agriculture and
nutrition. [In other words, incremental change over a long period of time. ]. Mobilises and applies
existing knowledge. It is incremental, although some of these incremental innovations which are
based on existing knowledge result in radical social changes in agriculture. The DLG has had great
influence on German agriculture over 125 years.
H Nat
In relation to the normalised delivery of Leader, the work that Naturama does could be understood
as incremental, but within a Hungarian context it is radical in producing artefacts, rules and actors
that seek to significantly influence the wider regime, mainly through boundary interaction.
I CVR
This LINSA shows incremental innovation that does not break the existing STS rules. It is retroinnovation. There is mobilisation and adaptation to a new emerging societal demand – biodiversity
and sustainability. Innovation is all about product differentiation
I Crisop
It does ‘break the rules’ of dominant STS and builds up new economic spaces endowed with their
own rules, actors and artefacts. The farms involved have created their own space.
L Biogas
Radical in some senses, but in other ways it is quite conventional. The energy produced is fed into
the conventional energy network, and producers are members of conventional farmer organisations.
At the same time, the LINSA is developing a new socio-economic space with new actors, rules and
artefacts. Knowledge from other contexts (mostly Germany) is used within another local context.
L Fruit
Integrated fruit growing is described as being alternative to the dominant industrial model. That the
network mobilises both existing knowledge and generates and promote its own. In other words, there
are elements of both incremental and more radical innovation. It is difficult, therefore, to be definitive
about how to describe this network. This is a point that can be more broadly made about LINSA.
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N Care
It is not really about changes to the agricultural regime. It is about healthcare within an agricultural
context. Those involved are often agricultural outsiders who do not come from a traditional farming
background. In this sense, it depends how ‘breaking the rules’ is interpreted. It is an innovative use
of farmland, but not necessarily an innovative way to produce food.
N Dairy
The LINSA is described as ‘trying to break the existing rules of dairy farming and especially the rules
regarding the surface spreading of manure’. Yet, within the same paragraph it suggests that the
approach has not been proven scientifically. This questions how innovative this LINSA is. The extent
to which something can genuinely be described as innovative needs debate.
S Naturli
This is described as being radical innovation, involving totally new rules for the production and sale
of milk and cheese. The network developed almost entirely outside the traditional AKS. The main
actors involved are farmers, cheesemakers and sellers, as well as local politicians.

Key points












The extent to which a LINSA can be described as radical or incremental depends partly
on the perspective taken. New knowledge in one sphere might be conventional
knowledge in another.
The importance of understanding the wider context (e.g. H NAT).
Depends on how breaking the rules is interpreted. (e.g. N Care is an innovative use of
farmland, but not necessarily an innovative way to produce food; E B&H is using food to
achieve community goals).
Mobilising and applying existing knowledge in a new context may in effect ‘break the
rules’ (e.g. L Fruit; I CVR).
A LINSA may be a radical in one sense but conventional in another (e.g. L Biogas is a
radical approach, but feeds into conventional energy networks and involves conventional
farmer organisations).
Temporality. Incremental change over a very long time may lead effectively to breaking
the rules that existed previously.
Radical innovation that perhaps breaks the rules can become incorporated into a
modified mainstream AKS (e.g. F RAD).
Vision vs reality. (e.g. E Perm certainly aims to break the rules, but at present has had
little meaningful effect).

5.5 LINSA of particular interest with respect to innovation
characteristics
Some LINSA were of special interest with respect to their innovation characteristics. In
particular these examples show that it is simplistic to assign distinct labels such as
incremental or radical innovation to LINSA since the nature of the innovation changes with
context and stage of development (temporality), as the points in Table 16 illustrate.
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Table 16 LINSA –interesting innovation characteristics
G DLG
This is a very long established LINSA that draws on existing knowledge, but nevertheless
regime/substantial change has resulted from the work of the DLG. An interesting example of the
temporal nature of innovations. Incremental change over a very long period of time.
I Crisop
Involves ‘breaking the rules’ of the dominant STS/mainstream AKS and developing its own rules.
Described as being radical innovation at a local level, but essentially it is a niche that is not strong
enough to challenge the regime. A useful case study to with which to explore the relationship
between radical/incremental and niche/regime change.
L Fruit
This is described in terms of both radical and incremental innovation, as well as retro-innovation.
Described as a hybrid LINSA in that it generates novelties, niche and regime shifts. It would be
useful to examine this notion of hybridity further. The network is clearly alternative to the dominant
industrial model, but it also uses both existing knowledge and its own. In other words, there are
elements of both incremental and more radical innovation.
N Care
Not necessarily radical in a farming sense, but radical in a healthcare sense. An innovative use of
farmland, but not necessarily an innovative way to produce food. In this sense, it depends on how
‘breaking the rules’ is interpreted. Taking an existing set of (farming) practices and introducing them
into a new social environment. Initially radical, in following an anthroposophical philosophy, but now
seen as part of multifunctional agriculture. In terms of ST transition it is concerned with health care
not agriculture. Significantly, changes at a landscape level have resulted in changes at a regime
level, which in turn has enabled the development of niches. I.e. developed from the top down.
S Naturli
Described as being radical and yet niche. The ST transition is well described. Stated that the
network has developed almost entirely outside the traditional AKS. It would be interesting to know
more about the process of knowledge transfer. Also interesting that it is described as being radical
initially, but subsequently that innovations have been incremental. This is an example of bottom-up
innovation.
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6 GOVERNANCE
6.1 Thematic Issues
6.1.1 Interest in governing
Whilst governance is a critical component of the development of LINSA a number of the
case studies note that the interest in governance is not universal. Not all members of LINSA
actually want to become active in the governance of the LINSA, even when they are invited
to do so (S Naturli, L Fruit). Whilst many governing boards are elected, the varying interest
amongst members does not necessarily mean that all members have taken an active part in
electing, even within democratic processes (N Care). Where this happens there is always a
possibility that ‘power groups’ will develop amongst those who are the most active decision
makers, even if these people do not have an active intention to gain control (I Crisop).

6.1.2 Governance, growth and change
One of the most commonly mentioned reasons for change in governance within LINSA was
that of growth. As LINSA develop governance structures tend to become more formal and
institutionalise (S Naturli). The pace of growth in individual LINSA can mean that extant
governance structures can struggle to keep pace and go through a succession of changes to
reflect the rapidly changing scale of the LINSA (N Care).
In terms of change, some LINSA are so new that they have not really had time to put proper
governance structures in place (H Nat) but as LINSA develop there are cases where
‘governance fatigue’ can become evident (N Dairy) where those who have set things up
would like to step back and let others have a go. Volunteer fatigue was noted in a number of
LINSA. Inefficiencies in this respect were often hard to enumerate because the volume of
volunteering activity commonly is not recorded anywhere.
The further LINSA develop over time too, there seems to be some correlation between high
levels of institutionalisation and a more conservative approach to change (G Women).

6.1.3 Governance Overlap
LINSA governance is often obscured because it is part of a larger governance network Many
LINSA are ‘open membership’ or part of larger networks, in with cases it is hard to define
where the limits to ‘governing’ begin and end (G Women). Many LINSA, too have other
organisations as part of them and the governance for the LINSA and for the other
organisations can be quite different (E B&H). Even internally, LINSA may have different
governance structures for different parts of their work. Their organisation may be governed
differently from their network functions, for example. Completely open and inclusive access
to governance isn’t necessarily democratic (E B&H).
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6.1.4 Governance and Skills
There is a skills deficiency amongst many LINSA that are newly formed in the areas of
governance and management which can limit their effectiveness (I Crisop). In this context, a
number of LINSA bring in external facilitators to assist in decision-making if it becomes
difficult within the membership (N Care, G DLG)

6.1.5 Governance vulnerability
The way that LINSA change over time also gives insights into some of the vulnerabilities
associated with governance. Top down LINSA often originate for the enthusiasm and
commitment of a single individual who operates against beliefs rather than democratic
mandates. This can make LINSA efficient (other people’s opinions don’t have to be taken
into account) but often ineffective (other people’s opinions are not taken into account). (Eu
organ). This can be compounded where LINSA grow to a considerable size. Where
membership is large in a LINSA and it seeks to be democratic, decision-making can become
cumbersome and ineffective (F Charter).
The other three cited governance vulnerabilities are reliance on third party finding to keep
going (E Perm), volunteer fatigue (L Fruit) and a lack of a clearly understood governance
structure when it leads to disillusion and at the extreme dissolution (H G7).

6.1.6 Governance and Values
As perhaps might be expected, the relationship between the governance of LINSA and their
underlying values is expressed as an important one. Trust was seen by a number as a key
component of governance. Commonly, trust was seen in some measure as a substitute for a
regulatory approach (G Women) and important to the functioning of the LINSA, but it was
also noted that trust-based decision-making is dependent on personalities and people
‘getting on well’. Where there are personality differences, this can create tensions (H Nat). It
was noted too that trust can be impaired where communication mechanisms are not working
well (H Nat) and also where commercial sensitivity leads to reductions in transparency and
communication (L Biogas)
In general, the importance of values was stressed as a positive thing within LINSA as some
felt that values rather than governance can give a LINSA its dynamic and motivation (S
Naturli). But there were also notes of caution about how values can impact upon governance
in a negative way. Differences in values can impair governance, and cloud transparency,
transparency is important (N Care). Other aspects of values can impact of governance
negatively in a more incidental way. Some LINSA have concentrated on getting their values
across to external people at the expense of developing a robust internal governance
structure (N Dairy). In this respect, too, there is often an interesting interplay between power
and authority. Those in the LINSA who are best informed tend to lead (often by example)
and impart their knowledge. In this way, their authority often is associated with power, when
this was not intended (E Perm).
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Finally, in respect of governance and values, some saw problems with the like-minded
nature of LINSA members. Many members of individual LINSA are so like- minded that there
is little need for formal governance structures. The down side it they tend to develop a
conservative consensual culture and never make ‘departure’ decisions (H G7).

6.1.7 Cases for exclusion
There also was some discussion in the responses about why a degree of exclusion from
INSAs is sometimes appropriate. Some LINSA are naturally exclusive by virtue of their
purpose. You need to be a biogas producer to be in the Latvian Biogas Association, for
example (L Biogas). Others had made the decision to exclude people in order to keep their
size manageable (S Naturli). Perhaps a little less deliberately, some LINSA excluded people
by having a strong identity and a particular set of values; this meant that others who did not
share the identity/values did not feel it appropriate to join (G DLG). Finally, it was reported
that some members feel excluded even though they are not, because they feel that their
interests are not being represented fully (N Care)

6.2 How is the LINSA Governed/Managed?
6.2.1 To
what
extent
inclusive/democratic?

is

the

network

governance

As with many of the general questions on governance these characteristics of inclusiveness
and democracy prompted a full range of responses in the LINSA reports. The terms used
relating to inclusive governance are set out in Table 17 and are listed as a range from
exclusive to inclusive. Whist the largest number of LINSA was considered to be inclusive (6),
the second most commonly used term to describe this organisational characteristic was
‘collective or co-operative’ which suggests that the membership is inclusive but that the
process of becoming a member is not unfettered. The organisation that was considered to
be exclusive, claimed that this was necessary because of the skills required to be within the
LINSA.
Table 17 Degrees of inclusiveness in the governance of LINSA
Degree of inclusiveness

Number of
LINSA

Exclusive (because of specialist skills required)

1

Not inclusive

3

Collective or co-operative

4

Inclusive but not required to take part

2

Inclusive

6

Not clear

1

In terms of democratic behaviour, again there was a range of responses, but rationales for
the ‘state’ of democracy were quite diverse. Some, for example, found it hard to distinguish
between formally constituted democratic decision-making (for example in N Care) and
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Table 18 Extent to which the network governance is inclusive/democratic?
E B&H

Organisational governance is democratic (elected Board) but the network governance
is more ‘open’ and inclusive. Anyone can join and nobody can use their democratic
mandate to exclude them. Completely open and inclusive access to governance isn’t
necessarily democratic.

E Perm

PA trustees are elected by members. The Board determines membership on an ad
hoc basis. There is a lack of clarity about how inclusive other governance structures
are.

EU Organ

Not democratic. Organisation is top down and participation by invitation only.
Vulnerable to leadership leaving. There is hardly any governance or management.
The LINSA is new, informal and ad hoc. These characteristics are common in the
organic sector, to it disadvantage.

F RAD

Local groups operate independently from national groups. Local group decisionmaking is entirely inclusive.

F Charter

It is inclusive rather than democratic. There is a lot of consultation.

G Women

Local groups are autonomous (and very democratic) and their relationships between
each other are voluntary, not regulated.

G DLG

Inclusive mainly of large scale farmers. All members can be considered for posts in
the organisation, according to skill. The membership can elect 2/3 of the Board.

H G7

Democratic, but few rules. The LINSA is inclusive, but not everyone is required to take
part

H Nat

Conforms to participatory democracy but individuals are involved differentially.

I CVR

Membership is formal (so not anyone can join) and run on co-operative democracy
lines.

I Crisop

This is a network of cooperatives. They make decisions collectively through monthly
meetings. The governing Council has never met formally since 2009. It is a ‘participant
governed’ network with much sharing and decentralisation. It can be inefficient in
terms of decision-making.

L Biogas

It is small (30) and exclusive by virtue of needing to be a biogas producer to join. The
governance vision is weak and faces government and consumer scepticism. There is
a need for more participatory governance.

L Fruit

The LINSA is inclusive and has links to other relevant LINSA which are willingly
developed. There are varying levels of participation, however. The most passive
members are the ones who are least market oriented.

N Care

A democratic model with democratic decision-making and collective participation.

N Dairy

The Linsa is part of a larger network and therefore governance limits are not that
clear. There is an advisory board but it is reactive rather than proactive.

S ACDF

Inclusive at the regional level with consensual decision-making

S Naturli

Not inclusive. All can have some input to strategy but many don’t want to. The
executive makes the decisions – more like and enterprise than a LINSA. There is no
democratic structure within the value chain of Naturli.

decision-making that was either informal (G Women) or just had few rules (H G7). Others
used a terminology that stops short of being democratic but implies come degree of
inclusiveness. Thus S ADCF has ‘consensual’ decision-making, I Crisop has ‘collective’
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decision-making. Others suggested that there was a lack of clarity about the democracy
surrounding decision—making (E Perm), that it was perhaps a little haphazard (L Fruit) or
that there was clearly no democratic structure (S Naturli. EU organ). Some LINSA had
decision making that was subsumed under a larger structure (N dairy) and others (F Charter)
drew a distinction between inclusive and democratic decision-making.
In most cases democracy was considered to prevail within the governance structure of the
LINSA. However it was noted that there was a considerable differential in the extent to which
members took an active part in such democratic processes. Table 18 tabulates responses
from partners concerning the extent to which network governance is inclusive.

6.2.2 To what extent is the LINSA institutionalised?
Nearly all of the case study LINSA are institutionalised to some degree, often becoming
more so as they develop and mature (Table 19).
In this respect, a majority of the LINSA has a board or general assembly or some other
collective institution of governance. Some of the LINSA are hierarchal in their structure with
tiers of management and others are more of a ‘flat’ co-operative structure (I CVR). In both
cases, however, there is a commonly identified leader, whether de facto (the ‘natural’ leader)
or de jure (the chief executive – S Naturli). A large minority of LINSA is considered to have a
full set of rules and regulations or a constitution, (for example I Crisop).
Of those that are not considered to be institutionalised, this can be seen as a product of the
‘newness’ of the organisation (EU organ), the ‘looseness’ of the organisation (F RAD) or
seen as problematic because it is seen as leading to a lack of a decision making structure
and strategic direction (for example H G7.
Some (for example N Dairy, N Care) are institutionalised by virtue being tied to the state for
funding and are required to incorporate the state into their institutional structures. It is felt
that some (G Women, for example) have such formal institutional structures that it can inhibit
change and development.
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Table 19 Extent to which the LINSA is institutionalised
E B&H

The Board is institutionalised but the membership is not – members can join or leave
at will so the network is constantly dynamic and changing.

E Perm

It is institutionalised because it has a formal governance structure and is a registered
charity. These formal structures allow more accountability, not least in the allocation of
funds.

EU Organ

Institutionalisation is low – no formal membership or voting or channels of
communication. Institutionalisation will increase as the network grows.

F RAD

No financial link between national and local groups. The LINSA is not really
institutionalised.

F Charter

The LINSA is managed by the French Livestock Institute, but does not make
decisions. There is a technical board and experts as well as a steering committee.

G Women

The LINSA is strongly institutionalised, making change and development difficult.

G DLG

There is an executive board and a strategic council which has only an executive
function. There is a charter with formal rules and regulations.

H G7

Not really: there is a lack of clarity as to who should make decisions and it is
recognised that a clear management and decision structure is required. A new
structure will be implemented in 2013.

H Nat

Naturama is an informal organisation with no legal status but there is a mutual
‘understanding’ of co-operation.

I CVR

The LINSA is a formally constituted co-operative.

I Crisop

It is formally structured as a Social promotion Association with statutes, regulations
and governance structures. Some networks in the association are less institutionalised
than others.

L Biogas

There is a formal Board and an Association. There is a lead demonstration farm for
infrastructure and technological development.

L Fruit

The LINSA has many agents (research institutes, growers, co-operatives, individuals)
covering 300 members. There are network centres that manage sub-networks. The
Board has 11 members. There is formal liaison with other network members. The
institutional structure is diverse but well understood.

N Care

There is a board and a general assembly. There is a board of clients required by the
health authority.

N Dairy

The local state has an important role to play in governance as it funds most of the
projects. It is the ‘arbiter’ of projects that it funds. It would like to step back from this
role however

S ACDF

There are 14 regional members and many have been there for over 20 years. Strongly
institutionalised with national and regional committees. Each has a manager and a
president. There is a formal general assembly each year.

S Naturli

Growth has led from informal to institutionalised structures. There is a formal board
and managing director. It is becoming more formal over time.
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6.2.3 How are communication, decision making, problem solving
actioned?
Communication within LINSA is commonly through web sites and electronic mailing, but this
is by no means universal – surface mail, telephone conversations and word of mouth also
are used. Commonly too, a variety of meetings is used to communicate the workings of the
LINSA, be they formal, such as regular monthly meetings (I Crisop) or Board meetings (G
Women) or informal ad hoc ones (E Perm). Some communication is ‘passive’ (simply
informing people) but some is more active involving consultation (F Charter) and the sharing
of ideas (E B&H). In some LINSA (S ACDF), such communication often has a ‘persuasive’ or
political element, involving active lobbying and in others (S Naturli) there is a perceptible lack
of communication at least in any systematic way. Table 20 provides examples of these
processes in the LINSA.
In the areas of decision-making and problem solving , there is again a great variation, from
fully formal processes with legally constituted ‘expert’ panels to inform decisions (G DLG)
through to little collective decision-making at all (L Biogas) and quite informal process of
decision-making (I Crisop). The two main contrasts in decision making styles are, firstly,
those that tend to be made by individuals ‘at the top’ and fed downwards into the LINSA (E
Perm, EU organ) and those that are made in a consultative and consensual way, usually
within quite a flat decision-making structure (F Charter, H G7, L Fruit)

6.2.4 Do actors have sufficient skills/competencies for network
governance?
Across the LINSA there is a very broad pattern of technical expertise in the main subject
interest of the LINSA but a deficiency in skills relating to management and finance (for
example, HG 7, L Biogas) –see Table 21. Also, generally skills tend to improve as the LINSA
develops (S Naturli), but where they do not improve fast enough this can thwart the
development of the LINSA. Certainly, there is a perceived difference in skills levels in all
areas across the LINSA. The deployment of skills within LINSA has at least three
characteristics in relation to the ‘human interface’. The first is that skills are often seen as
being less critical than enthusiasm, commitment and ‘belief in the idea’ (N Care, E B&H, H
Nat).
Secondly, instances are noted, where skills are not fully shared because they have a
commercial sensitivity (L Biogas) but others where sharing them is the very essence of the
LINSA (L Fruit, E B&H).
Thirdly, a number of cases are noted where there are skills differentials within the LINSA and
these, at times, have developed into power differentials. In some cases, attempts are being
made to correct this (I Crisop) and in others this seems to remain as a power relation within
the LINSA (EU organ).
Finally, in some cases, LINSA will employ, or constitute, expert panels to enrich the skills
base, and access to knowledge, of the LINSA (E Perm, G DLG).
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Table 20 How are communication, decision making, problem solving actioned?

E B&H

Consensual decision-making at board level (voting only when necessary) and some
delegated decisions to the executive. Communication through newsletters and web
sites.

E Perm

The CEO of PA and Land (same person) makes decisions on a day to day basis.
There are a number of ad hoc advisory boards for particular functions.

EU Organ

Top down and driven by personalities. This might change as the network develops.

F Charter

This takes place mainly through consultation. The national steering committee makes
decisions, but through consensus, and regional groups can depart from these
decisions to a degree.

G Women

Communication is through board meetings rather than electronic communication.
Decision making tends to be consensual and if there are disagreements, external
facilitates are brought in. Transparent communication builds trust. Strategic decisions
tend to be avoided.

G DLG

Decision-making if formal and passes up and down the organisation. Expert
committees make many decisions. The annual meeting of members also makes
decisions, sometimes externally facilitated.

H G7

The LINSA always tries to reach full agreement, mainly through mailing lists. But the
speed of decisions sometimes precludes this. Even where decisions are made
unilaterally they are still fully communicated. Conflict can arise where individual
interest is at variance with collective interest.

H Nat

Email and ‘phone to share technical information. Some meetings every other month.
Decision-making is consensual. Decisions tend to be left unmade if there is no
consensus. Personality differences can lead to conflicts and the accumulation of
tension

I Crisop

Decisions are made collectively mainly at monthly meetings and through mailing lists.
Not everyone attends monthly meetings, but all may. This differential attendance
leads to the development of ‘power groups’ within the collective

L Biogas

Not much cooperation is required in the production of biogas. There is therefore little
collective decision-making. There are some sub networks. Organisation is weak in
the efface of negative perceptions of biogas producers, but this is recognised and
being addressed through an action plan. There is a low consensus within the LINSA.

L Fruit

The LINSA is complex with so many people involved. The LINSA is open, with
collective norms. Decision-making tends to e made at the level most appropriate to
the type of decision being made.

N Care

General assembly every six months

S ACDF

Decisions are made at the national and regional levels. There is little decision-making
amongst ordinary members. The tree yearly meetings of the regional technical
commission are there decisions and problem solving take place. There is a lot of
preparation and lobbying n advance of the meetings. Decisions are consensusbased.

S Naturli

Communication is not systematic and problem solving is amongst the main actors.
Both are under review.
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Table 21 Do actors have sufficient skills/competencies for network governance?
E B&H

Skills are not obvious to see but the success of BHFP suggests that they are robust.
Success can be due to enthusiasm as much as skills. There is a huge range of skills
within the LINSA as a whole.

E Perm

There are specialists on the Advisory Board and thee are annual staff appraisals of
employed staff. This works well.

EU Organ

Those with the greatest skills tend to be the ones who control the LINSA

F RAD

The LINSA falls outside of the conventional AKS but has a relationship with it.

F Charter

It is embedded within the AKS

G Women

Skills development tends to be incremental. There are formal workshops. There is
agreement on the need for change rather than successful change itself.

G DLG

The LINSA has many expert committees to guide knowledge change.

H G7

They have sufficient skills for their current state of organisation but perhaps not
enough t develop the LINSA

H Nat

Skill levels are high and personalities are strong. There is a great range of social and
emotional skills and temperaments, however.

I Crisop

There is a great variability in the skills for governance and management which can
lead to power differentials. There is an awareness of this an it is being addressed.

L Biogas

Technical skills are very high but there is a need for skills to develop the public image
of the sector and skills in management. The web page doesn’t seem to be active with
either information or news. There is some reluctance to share information when t is
commercially sensitive.

L Fruit

Information flows are transparent. Information is at the core if successful fruit growing.
The skills for successful governance are in place, too.

N Care

In ‘open’ governance there is a tendency for people to want to discuss their on
problems rather than those of the organisation.

N Dairy

There are formal participatory study clubs to educate about the workings of the LINSA

S ACDF

High technical knowledge (needed to become a member). Full time managers have
managerial experience.

S Naturli

Some have but knowledge networks are now becoming more formal and organised.

6.3 Who has Authority/Control?
6.3.1 What are the power relations: inside LINSA and inside/outside
LINSA.
Power relations inside LINSA are commonly seen as complex and changing, and often
unclear not least because many of them are quite new and are still settling down in power
terms (S Naturli). Some do not identify any particular power basis at all because of the cooperative basis of the LINSA and freedom of entry and exit (E B&H, H Nat). In some cases
there can be power bases around income generation and profit (L Biogas) and around being
‘purist’ against the objectives of the LINSA or more liberal (E Perm)
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There is less power amongst ordinary members than amongst executive members, with the
president (and ‘expert’ committees) holding most power (S ADCF, G DLG, EU organ). Within
this, given the voluntary nature of many LINSA in the case studies, power can be developed
amongst those who are the most active, enthusiastic and progressive (H G7, G DLG) and in
that sense, almost self defined.
Power relations are often seen in the context of influence (E Land), responsibility and trust
rather than control (G Women, N Dairy) and any differentials in power in this context can be
seen more as commitment than as political manoeuvring (I Crisop).
In terms of ‘outward’ external power relations, some see themselves as being part of a wider
network of those with a common interest (I CVR). Others (L Biogas) have issues of
maintaining or restoring a good image with the public in the light of bad press. E B&H sees
its external power relations as cohering around its ability to influence others through good
practice.
In terms of ‘inward’ external power relations, some LINSA are influenced by external
‘controlling’ bodies ether because of the need to maintain standards (N Care) or dependence
on external finance. Table 22 describes the main elements of power relations in the LINSA.
Table 22 What are the power relations: inside/outside LINSA
E B&H

Nobody controls the LINSA. Members have their own autonomy. The Board is
accountable, however. Power relations inside are co-operative, based on mutual
beliefs rather than rules and regulations. External power relations are based on
examples of good practice.

E Perm

There are eligibility criteria to enter into LAND which made it exclusive so these were
relaxed. Some perceive a ‘purist’ element in the PA and LAND who might try to wrest
control a bit. Some ‘senior’ PA practitioners have ‘authority’ which could be seen as
power. They are natural leaders.

EU Organ

Power resides at the top of the LINSA which makes the operation efficient if
undemocratic. It is at this level where all of the work and effort resides.

F RAD

3 people ensure national co-ordination. The annual general assembly elects the
administrative board as the governing body. Local groups can act independently of
this.

F Charter

Power lies with the Livestock National Confederation and sometimes regional
negotiations take place to ensure tat everyone’s interests are met.

G Women

The groups have influence rather than control. Trust is more important than written
rules.

G DLG

Expert committees and strong members hold most influence. There are some power
struggles between the expert committees. Nobody is exclude but in practice manly
larger more progressive farmers join.

H G7

Active members become self defined and thence more powerful. Voluntarism and
usefulness are key terms for the LINSA. The LINSA has yet to make a decision about
whether to be an ‘open’ or ‘closed’ LINSA in terms of exclusive membership.

I CVR

There is a strong community of practice with other cognate LINSA
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I Crisop

The power relations appear to be reasonably balanced within the LINSA but different
skills provide different power bases at different times. Some actors interact more than
others. Dominant groups are more by accident than design. There is no systematic
structure for outside relations.

L Biogas

There is little active power negotiation within the LINSA, but there is a strong external
issue.. There is much criticism in the press about the biogas use and amount f public
funds. There is also some friction about ways of operating amongst biogas producers
themselves. Those most interested in making money are least active in the
association.

L Fruit

Power to make different decisions is exerted at different levels, depending on the
decisions made. The fruit growing Institute (LSIFG) is good at securing funding and
this puts it in a powerful position. The power between researchers 9generating new
knowledge) and the fruit growers (demanding research findings) is in balance.

H Nat

No leader – equal rights. Some members naturally have more involvement than others
but this does not translate into more power.

N Care

The board has overall control. With external healthcare influence. Healthcare contracts
are centrally negotiated. No farmers are actually excluded but some feel more
excluded than others.

N Dairy

There is a long tradition of membership of this LINSA which has developed high levels
of trust.

S ACDF

Ordinary members have almost no direct power but they have power as ‘customers’ of
the association. There is power via the president but this is not really control as
decisions are made democratically and transparently..

S Naturli

Power relations inside the LINSA are complex, unclear and evolving. They are moving
from a flat structure to a hierarchical one. The Board now holds most strategic power.
External power relations outside the LINSA are weak but strengthening.

6.3.2 Who is excluded from the LINSA and why?
Table 23 shows that exclusion does occur in some LINSA. Where exclusion does take place
in LINSA, there is a variety of reasons:






Lack of conformity with the principles of the LINSA (S Naturli, L Biogas)
Lack of capacity to take new members (S Naturli)
Lack of understanding about how to join (E B&H)
Insufficient specialist skills (S ACDF)
Restrictions on new membership (N Dairy, H Nat)
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Table 23 Who is excluded from the LINSA and why?
E B&H

No exclusion in principle but probably, some don’t know how to join.

F RAD

Nobody is excluded

H Nat

It is hard to become a member and keeping membership levels slow is deliberate
policy as it allows goals to be achieved more easily. There have been applicants who
have been successful.

I Crisop

Some voluntarily exclude themselves for the LINSA if they have burn out, for example.
Consumers and technicians seem to be more ‘included’ than farmers.

L Biogas

All those not associated with biogas production are excluded.

N Dairy

Membership is limited to a specific number of farmers, selected on the basis of their
enthusiasm and drive. Others can practice low input farming but can be in the LINSA.

S ACDF

To be included, you have to be recognised for your knowledge and skills. Those who
do not have an interest in specialist fodder production are not included.

S Naturli

Some farmers are excluded from Naturli because it doesn’t have the capacity to take
their milk. Some leave because they have changed their principles.

6.3.3 What are the different levels of governance?
This issue is addressed to a large degree in the section on ‘to what extent is the LINSA
institutionalised? The main contrast in this section is between those LINSA that have a
horizontal or flat governance structure (N Care, I CVR, L Biogas, E Perm, E B&H and F
RAD) and those that have a vertical one with varying levels of governance. G DLG (has at
least 5 different levels), S ADCF (3 levels), I Crisop (3 levels), EU organ (3 levels), H Nat (2
levels), H G7 (2 levels). Some LINSA have both: S Naturli (although with weak vertical
structures) and F Charter. Table 24 provides examples of horizontal and vertical governance
structures.
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Table 24 What are the different levels of governance?
E B&H

Board of Directors (9, elected each year, and some co-opted members to add skills).
Co-options include City council and NHS. All constituent members have their own
varying governance structures. The governance structure is perceived to be very flat.

E Perm

It is within the Permaculture Association (PA) and has an Advisory Board. The
Governance of LAND and the PA are intertwined – and often a little confused. The
governance structure of the PA is very formal but quite flat. The lack of hierarchy is
appreciated.

EU Organ

There are three levels – core stakeholders (proactive), key stakeholders (reactive) and
data collectors (who do not participate in the LINSA).

F RAD

A professional Board (20 farmers) and an administrative board (7 people) that takes
political decisions.

F Charter

The LINSA is managed by the French Livestock Institute, but does not make
decisions. There is a technical board and experts as well as a steering committee.
The president’s committee brings together chairs from the regional groups and meets
3 – 4 times a year.

G DLG

There is a comprehensive governance structure on at least 5 different levels.

H G7

Two levels can be observed in practice. Active members set agendas and the rest just
undertake works. These are self selecting, however. These are not formally defined
nor necessarily interrelated.

H Nat

Two levels – the network for joint decisions, and, second, individual projects.

I CVR

Governance remains simple as everyone is like minded

I Crisop

There are three levels: President, Executive Council and Assembly of Members.
These are formal. The second has never met because decisions are made by the
third.

L Biogas

There is a Board and an Association of 30 members.

N Care

Here there is a flat, shared network of governance.

S ACDF

There levels – national committee (strategic); regional technical commission (14
members) (operational decisions) and active practitioners in fodder production. The
General Assembly validates decisions.

S Naturli

There are both horizontal and vertical levels of governance. Horizontally, different
functions have different structures. Vertically, the governance relations are weak.

6.4 How does the Governance Approach Affect the Network
Efficiency and/or Effectiveness of the LINSA?
Responses to efficiency and effectiveness fall into one of four groups. Interestingly, in two
LINSA, it was considered that efficiency and effectiveness were not particularly important
measures of performance for their LINSA (I Criosp and E B&H). Performance was more to
do with developing common values and disseminating them fully. It was concerned more
with trust, consensus and skills
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Two LINSA were considered to be both effective and efficient (N Dairy and G DLG). This is
because of the accountability required of them by the state and because of the expert skills
of their members.
Some five LINSA considered that parts of their work were efficient and effective and parts
were not. The consensual approach of G Women was considered effective but decisionmaking could be haphazard. L Fruit is technically efficient, but managerially less so. E Perm
was considered to have achieved a lot but funding vulnerability placed its future in doubt.
The management of EU organ was considered to be efficient but serving the needs of
members was possibly not very effective. F RAD experienced variable effectiveness
between groups.
The largest group of LINSA, however, were considered to have varying degrees of
ineffectiveness and inefficiency. In three LINSA, ineffective governance was noted, due to
the rapidly changing size of the LINSA (S Naturli), inertia through trying to take everyone’s
opinions into account (F Charter) and ineffectiveness due to a lack of participatory
government (L Biogas). Inefficient governance was noted in relation to S ACDF because
voluntary effort is hard to direct and consensus reaching is time consuming.
Other ineffectiveness was attributed to frictions within the LINSA. A lack of trust,
transparency and democracy was at issue in N Care, a lack of leadership and personality
clashes in H Nat and a lack of appropriate structures causing delay and troubles in H G7.
Table 25 shows how governance approach affects network efficacy for the different LINSA
studied.
Key points










Governance is a critical component of the development of LINSA but interest in
governance is not universal
Government structures can be complex and overlapping, not all actors are involved
Governance structure is largely horizontal or flat or vertical with varying levels of
governance
As LINSA develop governance structures tend to become more formal and
institutionalised, sometimes governance struggles to keep up with development.
Skills deficiency in newly formed LINSA in the areas of governance and management
can limit their effectiveness
Trust is a key component of governance, it is important to the functioning of the
LINSA, but trust-based decision-making is dependent on personalities and people
‘getting on well’
Most LINSA consider their governance to be inclusive in terms of a membership that
is ‘collective or co-operative’
Power relations inside LINSA are commonly seen as complex and changing
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Table 25 How does the Governance approach affects network efficiency and/or
efficiency of the LINSA
E B&H

Efficiency is not a strong objective of the LINSA is it more about sharing common
values. The governance structure is effective at dissemination.

E Perm

LAND is effective in that as a network it has achieved more than any of the individuals
within it could have done on their own. Its potential vulnerability lies in possibly folding
without continued funding.

EU organ

The LINSA is under formation and as a top down body it is efficient. As a top down
body it might. However, not serve the needs of the membership too well, so it might
not be effective.

F RAD

There is some variation between groups but most groups are effective. The group
could be more effective with more funding.

F Charter

There is an inertia in the organisation with inhibits effectiveness to a degree. This is
because it is an establishment organisation. There is also ineffectiveness brought
about by inertia because there are so many people to take into account in making
decisions – 110,000 farmers can influence a decision.

G Women

Almost everything is based on direct personal communication which can be a bit
haphazard. The groups have a high degree of consensus which can lead to efficient
decision-making

G DLG

Efficiency and effectiveness are achieved by concentrating work into a small number
of professional hands. Most members do not have an active role.

H G7

The informal structure causes daily troubles: personal effort can go unrecognised,
decisions are often not made or conveyed and this can sap enthusiasm.

H Nat

Lack of identified leadership and personality clashes make this inefficient.

I Crisop

Efficiency and effectiveness can be measured in relation to trust, size of membership,
goal consensus and the nature of the task (and skills required). Members seem to
trust each other but the membership is quite large. There is a high consensus in
relation to goals but the level of skills for management and governance tasks is quite
low. There is a strong will to succeed on the part of most members

L Biogas

The low levels of interdependence in the LINSA make it quite ineffective. A more
participatory governance is required.

L Fruit

The growing of fruit is possibly more effective than the marketing and assimilation of
new knowledge.

N Care

A lack of trust between the board and some members due to different visions, lack of
transparency of visibility and a lack of a democratic mandate. This has been a
problem since inception and various governance models have been tried to see which
work best. External legitimacy has occluded internal effectiveness.

N Dairy

The local state tends to make governance quite ‘efficient’. The study clubs are
considered effective.

S ACDF

Consensus approaches are time consuming. There is more ‘voluntary effort’ cost that
he accounts might suggest.

S Naturli

Historically, governance has hindered network effectiveness. This was less important
when it was small. No it is larger there are particular governance problems relating to
problem solving. It is values rather than governance that hold the LINSA together
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7 LEVEL OF LEARNING
In this analysis partners addressed the following questions which were derived from the
conceptual framework:
 To what extent, and in what way, is learning coordinated, managed and/or
formalised?
 What are the tensions between formalised explicit (codified) approaches to learning
and non formalised implicit learning approaches?
 What are the structures and mechanisms of learning? (is an AKS structure evident?
What are the: communication patterns, communication infrastructures, retrieval
information systems, intellectual property rules, validation of information protocols?)

7.1 What is the LINSA approach to learning
This section examines the extent to which learning is coordinated, managed and /or
formalised. There are three broad categories of LINSA distinguished by the extent of
formalisation and coordination of learning.
The first category show little formalisation or coordination of learning, few codified learning
instruments, and no established platforms of knowledge exchange. In the most part this is
because learning is done at the level of the individual or group of individuals (e.g. F RAD).
Although a co-ordinated ‘infrastructure’ for learning exists for some LINSA the learning
process is implicit and characterised as tacit (e.g. F RAD, E B&H). In other LINSA low
priority given to learning explains lack of formalisation, there are few knowledge needs and
capacity for learning is low. In S Naturil for example there is no need for coordinated learning
among the milk producers in the region (as learning occurs at the level of the dairy),
producers study according to their own needs and this is coordinated by the AKS. Similarly
in I CVR codified knowledge is not relevant, the process of learning entails sharing
knowledge already existing within the wider local community of producers. In large diffuse
networks (e.g.H G7, E B&H) which act as umbrella organisations there is little coordinated or
formalised learning due the fragmented and diverse nature, and large scale, of the network.
Instead learning occurs in an ad hoc manner often through negotiated interpersonal
relationships, or is characterised by the assimilation of tacit knowledge rather than direct
learning (e.g. E B&H). In other cases the fact that learning mechanisms have not become
institutionalised is attributed to volunteerism principles of the LINSA (e.g. H NAT) and that
actors in the network initiate the learning processes themselves.
The second category comprises LINSA that reveal some degree of formalisation of learning
however this is not always coordinated. Some LINSA have focal points such as cooperatives (e.g. N Care) and associations, but these do not systemically organise and coordinate learning processes. Some codified learning is sometimes introduced in response to
specific needs, I Crisop members for example organized some study circles to improve the
management of the association. Some LINSA provide formal and informal training activities
(e.g. L Biogas) but again there is no coordination in provision. In some cases learning is
focused on, and managed, at the local rather than the national level and the level of
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coordination is quite low (e.g. F RAD). Projects associated with LINSA also create codified
knowledge but this felt to be supply led and short- lived.
The third category comprises LINSA with a higher level of coordinated and formalised
learning. These tend to have strong links to the formal AKS and have well structured training
programmes/curricula integral to the AKS (e.g. G DLG, G Women, F Charter). In the case of
E Perm training and curriculum development have emerged in the absence of support from
the AKS.
Development of the learning process follows the various stages of development and growth
of the network and responds to needs and learning opportunities. Learning is
formalised/coordinated and knowledge is codified to the extent that it is needed for
operationalising the LINSA and achieving its goals. Large scale (size and spatial) LINSA like
F Charter with 110,000 farmers across France need coordination with codified knowledge
and rules to be able to operate effectively. Increasing LINSA formalisation or expansion as
LINSA develop can mean a shift from individual learning to more codified forms of learning
often to meet accreditation standards (e.g. N Dairy). Accreditation brings the need for
administration and management skills and some LINSA offer training and support to its
members (N Care). Formal learning also becomes mandatory for getting financial support,
loans from banks or subsidies (e.g. S Naturil). For some LINSA codification of knowledge is
not part of the general organisational work, but may become necessary to meet external
requirements, for example, report writing (e.g. H NAT), however such codification of
knowledge requires extra work and effort. Some LINSA operating as Associations have set
themselves aims of needing to codify various aspects and using a common language to
represent the different entities of the association (e.g. I Crisop). There has also been a need
sometimes to provide some forms of codified knowledge to newcomers to the group (e.g. N
Dairy). In the European ODN formalisation of the network is seen as a prerequisite for
sharing information and learning more effectively, a priority for the network. Table 26
tabulates the extent of coordination of learning for the LINSA.
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Table 26 To what extent, and in what way, is learning coordinated, managed
and/or formalised?
E B&H


Formalised infrastructure- regular newsletter, a web page, a range of ‘ad hoc’ publications and a
formal strategy. Many of the constituent members of the E B&H also have their own information
infrastructure including web sites.



The learning process is much less formal, based on networks of practice, trust, an
understanding of beliefs and customs 74haracterized as tacit learning



Formalised learning and informal learning seem to have compatible/ complementary roles to
play.



Barriers to informal learning arise when ‘outsiders’ seek to join



Structures – large and diffuse –the resultant communication patterns remains largely informal
and outside of the formal information infrastructure.
E Perm


Learning is highly coordinated, managed and formalised. Three levels of PA accredited training
courses of increasing intensity and length are offered.



Individuals also learn experientially on their own sites and there is a significant level of tacit
knowledge; practitioners validate this learning by talking to others and undertaking formal
courses and there does not appear to be any conflict.



The PA could be described as having its own AKS, with practitioners, staff, experts and trainers
using a range of mechanisms.
EU organ



Learning has been ad hoc and based on negotiated interpersonal relationships



Formal learning structures are new and not yet utilised (webforum).



All stakeholders agree that some degree of formalisation is necessary and will be of benefit to
all but doubts about whether it is possible



Non formal learning approaches will be challenged if formal structures are put in place



Learning and knowledge needs are among the main reasons that the network formed.



Formalisation of the network is a prerequisite for formalisation of learning within the currently
fragmented network.

F RAD


Learning is a top priority of the network



A bottom-up and participatory learning process are central



Training chosen by and adapted to each group



A system which contrasts with learning in the traditional AKS due to need for participatory
learning
F Charter


Learning is the reason for the network : helping farmers to develop better practices and to
communicate with the citizens



Evolving requirements which infers continual learning



The Charter is driven by the AKS, the general process of learning is integrated in the AKS
structure



Large scale so needs coordination and codified knowledge



Different levels of learning : regional coordinators, technicians, farmers



Global scheme which focuses on individual farmers
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 Technical expertise within the network
G Women


Formalised learning through education work (courses, seminars, qualifications)



Formalised programmes are often the first contact to the rural farm women group, this leads to
non-formalised relations



Non formalised learning occurs when the women groups organise their own programmes and
exchange experiences and reflect about topics



AKS- all formalised events are part of the AKS (seminar houses, trainers, professional journals
and educational institutions), these foster non formalised learning with events based around
local groups which organise press excursions, farm days, theme hikes, lectures – here the
connection to the AKS is marginal
G DLG


Highly formalized – seminars, training, fairs, conferences, information materials.



All formalised explicit learning events also foster the non formalised learning



All formalised learning is part of the AKS-mainstream. Exchange happens in seminars,
conferences, trainings, fairs, and with publications. Knowledge property rules are important
H G7


G7’s vision promotes social learning in local sustainable food system. Activities in practice,
however, rather result in development and learning of the individual member. Members’
approach to learning is greatly dependant on their approach to the goals and function of the
organisation.



Learning and creation of knowledge is hardly formalized, specific subjects and projects are
often initiated incidentally, and channelling in existing and available knowledge to innovation is
preferred.



Members and member organisations have extensive knowledge, but lack of codification, stable
operation, and appropriate level of trust limits the availability of such knowledge even within the
organisation.
H Nat


Learning and knowledge creation play a very important role



Learning mechanisms have not become institutionalised and learning and knowledge creation
are not very formalized/ co-ordinated due to volunteerism principles - organisation operates
primarily as a knowledge network



Knowledge learned elsewhere is mainly transferred verbally in meetings and in writing by emails related to a specific subject



Codification of knowledge is not part of the general organisational work can be triggered by
external impact (eg report writing) -this requires extra work and effort



The organisation manages four types of learning/knowledge: technical learning/knowledge,
professional learning/knowledge, democratic working culture, skills, network
learning/knowledge.
I CVR


Process of learning is the result of the transfer and absorption of the knowledge already existing
within the wider local community of producers.



Skills and competences are widespread - limiting the demand for new knowledge



Learning and innovation does not occur as exposure to new information.



The local CoP worked as relevant loci of learning and provided part of the resources and
knowledge needed to carry out innovation (retro-innovation).



Interactions with outside (AKS, Universities) supported the start-up of the initiative



The members now form a stable community
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I Crisop


Different learning processes are mainly of implicit nature, strongly based on peer to peer
exchanges and only in some cases have become formalized.



Non-formal learning involves communications and cultural exchanges between network
members and between them and others outside the network.



Some members organized some study circles to improve the management of the association



Association has set itself aims the need to codify the various aspects



The role of some actors, through their specific skills and position appears essential to promote
and to widen spaces of learning.



No AKS structure supporting the activities of learning / training of group.



Patterns of communication depends on the subject matter eg , farmer-farmer for a specific
technical problem on agriculture



Communication infrastructures- mailing list, monthly meetings, farmers’ markets, relationships
with GAS, social networks.



The communication flow among the members of Crisoperla is characterized by a different
intensity, degree of sharing among all the members in relation to the different areas of interest
and discussion.



There is a strong attitude to share information among the members of the LINSA but access to
information depends mainly on a few people in the network from professional background
L Biogas


There is no formalised coordination in provision of learning between the entities involved



Formal and informal training activities are carried out and learning is mostly project-based but
these activities have little coordination.



Strong peer-to-peer learning among producers; some gap between researchers and
practitioners.



Codification of learning develops in two parallel streams: practitioners knowledge used to
produce a web-based training material on the core aspects of biogas production and scientific
knowledge to publish a technical and economic monograph



The AKS structure is evident, as there are several training and research entities relevant for the
LINSA eg Latvian Rural Advisory and Training Centre



core groups of the most active participants are likely to be using the infrastructures and
channels of communication



The broadest communication infrastructures (of the organisations) are mostly web-based;
projects (training, experience-exchange)



The Latvia Biogas Association unites many of the key players in the sector



Much of the required information is accessible (e.g. the training materials on the Association
homepage), and several key practitioners (the most experienced ones) openly share their
experiences



Knowledge on economic performance less readily shared - there is some mistrust and an
unwillingness of provide access



Knowledge flows are diverse, centered around several nodal actors, like study farm “Vecauce”,
Biogas Association, individual producers united in smaller informal communities of practice.
L Fruit


Strong on peer to peer learning among farmers as well as inter-institutional learning and
collaboration between researchers and practitioners.



Specific and locally coordinated learning happens in sub-networks,e.g. producers’ groups and
cooperatives which have specific economic and technological learning needs



Learning in informal individual networks is diffuse and mostly emerges from day-to-day
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interaction


Informal and formal ways of learning are mutually complementing. This is attributed to a high
level of trust, and shared assumption that everyone is still learning -no evidence of tensions
between codified and non-formalised learning



Learning happens in several interrelated domains: fruit-growing technologies, economic
organisation, use of available state support- not all participate in all domains. Different sources
and mechanisms are used for different subjects



There are three main centres / nodes of interaction in the network around which knowledge is
shared and learning happens : 1) Research institutes with their farmer sub-networks; 2) Smaller
regionalised producers groups and cooperatives;3) Individual growers who develop limited but
credible trust based learning networks with other growers and trusted researchers.



The AKS presence is evident through operations of several AKS organisations:



The broadest communication infrastructures of the AKS organisations are mostly web-based
with some printed matter and events.



Retrieval – info is readily shared both by researchers and practitioners in various formal and
informal ways. Intellectual property rules refer to new varieties and also new processing
products



Participants rely on researchers from the LSIFG, Association leaders, producer group leaders,
and a group of the most active learning participants (20-30 growers) to validate information
N Care


Learning is done mostly at the level of the individual farmer.



The cooperative does not systemically organise learning processes



Learning concerns administration as much as technical skills

 Some formalised training related to accreditation
N Dairy


Learning and experimentation are the core activities



Study club approach is based on learning- two main groups exist: an experimental group of
experienced farmers who are a ‘field laboratory’ and a group of new farmers who are more
reliant on codified knowledge



The results of the project are converted into CD rom and used in curricula



Certification would mean a shift from the individual level learning to more codified forms of
learning



Farmers have a high degree of independence in deciding on what to learn



Central data aggregation facility for all the participating farmers has been important for the
successful introduction of study clubs

 Not all farmers participate in facilitated study club - a new approach is needed.
S ACDF


Implicit and explicit learning are combined in learning



Different mechanisms of learning co exist: peer to peer learning, transfer and dissemination,
experience sharing



Internet provides news possibilities for learning and sharing. It needs new competences and
maybe changes in the organisation.
S Naturli


No priority given to learning as learning/changes happen at the level of the dairies not the milk
producers



Approach to learning is informal and implicit



Knowledge is codified and formalized only if needed for financial support
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There is no formal regular knowledge platform exchange and not many codified learning
instruments, mainly because the needs and capacities (human and financial) are not sufficient



The sharing of knowledge is based on direct talks, mostly bilateral. Trust is the main ingredient
allowing the network to function; there are little contractual and formal arrangements.



Learning might take place at the AGM or at workshops and seminars



An AKS structure is not evident for the learning in the network instead the AKS plays an
important role as the main source of learning

Key points
Three categories according to the extent of coordination and formalisation


Little formalisation is evident when:
 learning is implicit/tacit
 learning is not a priority
 networks are fragmented, large and diffuse
 few links with AKS



Some formalisation occurs but learning is not coordinated (ad hoc training courses,
projects)



High level of coordinated and formalised learning are associated with:
 strong links to the formal AKS
 more developed LINSA
 accreditation which brings the need for certain types of formal learning administration and management skills, financial etc
 newcomers - need codified knowledge
 the need for uniform knowledge due to large scale (e.g. F Charter), or
becoming an association

Overall the development of learning process reflects development of LINSA and increasing
formalisation or expansion can mean a shift towards more formalised learning which can
challenge informal learning.

7.2 What are the tensions between formalised explicit and non
formalised implicit learning approaches?
Few tensions are reported between formalised and non-formalised learning approaches,
instead there is a suggestion that the approaches interact and are compatible/have
complementary roles to play (e.g. E B&H, S ADCF). Producers often learn experientially on
their own sites and also engage in formal training courses and learning pathways to expand
and validate their knowledge (e.g. E Perm). The tension-free co-existence of different
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knowledge forms is attributed to a high level of trust and willingness to share (e.g. Latvia
fruit). LINSA who provide explicit learning events also claim to foster non formalised learning
(e.g. G DLG, G Women), where the formalised programmes create opportunities for contacts
and lead to the development of informal networks and local groups (e.g. G Women). Even
where knowledge is transferred by formalised explicit (codified) approaches, other learning
approaches that enable sharing are encouraged (e.g. S ADCF). Changing structures, and
possible extension of the brand (e.g. SNaturil) and newcomers to the LINSA (e.g. N Dairy)
can mean that a more formalised learning approach is needed in order to guarantee the
same level of learning to all members of the network, there is some resistance within the
older members to this.

Key points


Few tensions between formalised and non formalised learning approaches – they are
complementary.

7.3 What are the structures and mechanisms of learning?
This section considers whether an AKS structure is evident and examines the:
communication patterns, communication infrastructures, retrieval information systems,
intellectual property rules, validation of information protocols.

7.3.1 Structures and mechanisms
These are related to the extent of network development and to network size. Structures and
mechanisms for learning are informal and diverse where: LINSA operate as networks within
networks (e.g. E B&H where there are over 200 notional members), networks are
fragmented (EU organ), or where they operate as large umbrella organisations/networks
providing a framework for other activities and projects but have no widely adopted rules,
policies, processes, and decision competencies in place. Some more developed networks
have more established structures for learning in place (e.g. L Fruit). It is considered that
some structure is needed to achieve better learning (e.g. EU organ).
Mechanisms and patterns of communication are also related to the extent to which the
network is developed. Well developed LINSA have established formal patterns of
communication, where networks are less developed the sharing of knowledge is based on
direct, mostly bilateral, talks (e.g. S Naturil, EU organ). Where learning is facilitated in farmer
groups (e.g. F RAD, N Dairy) there are channels for outcomes from these group discussions
and experiments to be communicated to the rest of the LINSA. Different mechanisms of
learning commonly co-exist including peer to peer learning, transfer and dissemination,
experience sharing (e.g. S ACDF).
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7.3.2 Patterns of communication
These depend on the subject matter. Learning happens according to different
categories/domains or knowledge needs: economic, organisations, professional, cultural,
technical and policy - not all members engage in all aspects nor use the same methods of
communication for these, this is particularly evident in the large more complex LINSA. For
example in L Fruit LINSA some members want to learn about growing technologies, others
learn about use of available state support, and others about the organisation of collective
marketing, storage, transportation, sales, branding, management of co-operatives, so use
different means.
The nature and intensity of communication differs according to the domain. Actors seek out
different knowledges in different ways, farmer-farmer for a specific technical problem on
agriculture while political-cultural-dissemination discussions occur mainly among the groups
of non-farmers. In the L Fruit LINSA more specific and locally coordinated learning happens
in sub-networks answering specific problems, while the learning in informal individual
networks is more diffuse and mostly emerges from day-to-day interaction. Communication
flow among the members is characterized by different intensities, the degree of sharing
among members differs in relation to the different subject areas of discussion (markets,
technologies etc) (e.g. I Crisop). Communication patterns develop over time and for some
LINSA settle into stable patterns (e.g. I CVR).

7.3.3 Communication infrastructures
Present in most LINSA although developed to different degrees. For E B&H there is a coordinated ‘infrastructure’ which frames the communication process with a formal strategy
and a regular newsletter, a web page, a range of ‘ad hoc’ publications. Those operating as
more formalised LINSA (Associations, Co-operatives etc) also have developed
infrastructures often with published dissemination strategies. Associations can bring together
different players (e.g. Latvia Biogas Association and Permaculture Association) and facilitate
communication. Some have less developed or no communication infrastructure (e.g. I CVR,
S Naturli, H NAT) instead information tends to be transferred verbally in meetings and in
emails or bilaterally, they note that the more commitment or greater intensity of interaction,
the more effort is involved.
For many LINSA there is an emphasis on internet-based communication, most operate
websites, mailing lists, emails etc. Regular meetings and projects also provide a forum for
communication (e.g. L Biogas). EU organ has introduced a webforum to encourage
communication. LINSA build their infrastructure by maintaining relationships with other
networks and linked organizations. In addition some have established programmes of study
clubs and seminars (e.g. N Dairy, L Fruit) and developed curricula, education strategies and
working groups (e.g. E Perm, G Women, G DLG).

7.3.4 Information access and retrieval
This often depends on the initiative of the interested agents. Access can be uneven, some
people in networks may be more active and more connected so more able to access
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information (e.g. I Crisop). Sometimes only a core group of the most active participants are
likely to be using many of the infrastructures and channels of communication (e.g. L Biogas).
The Internet as a means of communication is seen as providing equal access to all
members, whereas communication mechanisms that require more effort and input such as
projects, meetings etc preclude some members due to required time, effort and expense.
Some methods such as study clubs in N Dairy do not reach the mainstream of the farmers,
currently they only reaches 20%.
Trust is important for sharing information. For most LINSA there is a sense of trust which
facilitates sharing of information and knowledge (e.g. Latvia fruit researchers and
practitioners share). There is evidence of openly sharing experiences with others in field
days, seminars, skill sharing (e.g. L Biogas, E Perm). In most LINSA there is a broadly
shared assumption that no-one has complete knowledge and everyone is still learning.
However there can be mistrust and an unwillingness of provide access about sensitive
information (e.g. L Biogas economic performance; EU organ market data). Some methods
like the N Dairy study club approach requires a lot of trust and openness from participating
farmers and not all farmers want to share their private financial situation. Sometimes cultural
influences prevent sharing (e.g. H NAT). In some LINSA barriers to informal learning arise
when ‘outsiders’ seek to become part of it (e.g. E B&H, E Perm). Lack of trust at an
organizations level also hampers knowledge sharing (e.g.H G7) as does a lack of codified
knowledge and lack of appropriate structure, rules, and systems in place.

7.3.5 Intellectual property rules
This can become an issue when new products are produced, for example new fruit varieties
and processing products developed by researchers in cooperation with entrepreneurs in the
L fruit network. Also where there is a lack of adopted processes, and decision competencies
as found in H G7 which has had an ongoing debate and conflict regarding the copyright and
use of intellectual properties (databases, etc.).

7.3.6 Validation of information
In general there is a reliance on specific actors to validate information and judge its
relevance (e.g. for Latvia Biogas and fruit-growers researchers and Association actors are
important). AKS. A number of LINSA operate outside the AKS (e.g. I Crisop, S Natulil, N
Dairy, E perm, E B&H, F RAD) and in some cases have developed their own KSs. LAND/
PA for example has developed its own specific KS, with practitioners, staff, experts and
trainers to provide specific permaculture design skills (curricula and training infrastructure).
This is a closed KS although E Perm members also tap into other networks outside of the
conventional AKS. In the case of F RAD there was a specific need for participatory learning
which was not provided by the AKS however links have been built between the AKS and the
F RAD over time.
The formal AKS plays an important role for some LINSA. For some (e.g. L Fruit and L
Biogas) the AKS structure (and presence in the LINSA) is evident through operations of
several organisations, where learning activities are often project-based and there are several
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relevant training and research entities. Interactions with AKS also supported the start-up of
some LINSA (e.g. I CVR) and the initiative (legitimisation, scientific support, financing). In
more established LINSA all formalised learning is part of the AKS-mainstream (e.g. G DLG,
F Charter). In G Women although all formalised events are part of the AKS the women
groups have a marginal position within the agricultural AKS.

Key points










Structures and mechanisms and patterns of communication are related to the extent to
which the network is developed
Structures and mechanisms for learning are less developed where LINSA networks are
diffuse, large or fragmented networks or overarching frameworks
Patterns of communication (their nature, intensity, approaches) depend on the subject
matter
Information access and retrieval often depends on the initiative and connections of the
actors – can be unequal.
Trust is important for sharing information
Intellectual property rules not an issue
Validation –respected sources include researchers and associations
A number of LINSA operate outside the AKS (e.g. I Crisop, S Naturli, N Dairy, E Perm, E
B&H, F RAD) and in some cases have developed their own KSs
The formal AKS plays an important role for some LINSA

7.4 Can individual, social and organisational learning be
identified? If so can they be separately characterised?
Some LINSA show distinctive and separate individual, social and organisational learning. In
most LINSA learning at the individual level predominates and this develops from the
knowledge needs of individuals who pursue these in different ways. Social or collective
learning occurs within peer-to-peer groups during discussions and reflection (e.g. F RAD, I
Crisop, L Fruit). Social learning interacts with individual learning for example in N Dairy with
every seminar/ study club farmers receive group feedback on their individual performance
and farming practices and this contributes to their learning about their farming strategies and
practices. Also in E Perm individual learning takes place experientially through practice,
social learning through networking with other individuals is then used to share and validate
this knowledge. Some regard the acquisition of subject-specific information, particularly
practical and technological information, as more of an individual exercise and interaction of
members to negotiate the norms, roles and values of their LINSA as social learning (e.g L
Biogas, E perm).
Organisational learning is seen to be present and evolving in a number of LINSA (F Charter),
although some LINSA are too diffuse (H NAT) or are centred more around individual and
group learning and organisational learning is seen as low priority (e.g. F RAD).
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Organisational learning is characterised as: inter-institutional learning and collaboration
between researchers and practitioners (L Fruit) or demonstrated by the development of
entities (e.g. the study farm ‘Vecauce’ in the L Biogas), and development history expressed
as events, logo, common principles, rules and charters (e.g. G DLG, G Women, F Charter).
Experiences from joint projects help larger LINSA member organisations to gain various
forms of organisational learning although organisational learning is neither a declared goal
and is often hard to identify (e.g. H G7). Organisational learning is planned and managed in
some LINSA (e.g. E Perm).
The scale of learning correlates with the degree of formality, individual learning takes place
informally, group learning has a greater degree of organisational formality (e.g. E B&H). In
Crisoperla progressive structuring of the network has led to a shift from individual to
collective dimension of learning, individual, social and organizational learning within this
LINSA are therefore hard to characterise separately. Some LINSA have weakly developed
learning structures within the network and it is difficult to distinguish social and organisational
forms of learning (e.g. S Naturli). Table 27 shows how different individual, social and
organisational learning take place to different extents in different LINSA.
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Table 27 Can individual, social and organisational learning be identified?
E B&H


Individual, social and organisational learning have all been separately identified.



The scale of learning correlates with the degree of formality, individual learning takes place
informally, group learning has a greater degree of organisational formality, organisational
learning is most formal. All have elements of tacit learning.
E Perm


Individual learning takes place experientially through practice, social learning through networking
with other individuals



Social learning involves the shared learning, values and culture of permaculture.

 Organisational learning occurs as the Perm Association develops curricula and strategy.
F RAD


Individual/group centred learning

 Organisational learning is not the main point in the RAD
F Charter
 Technical/individual, social and organisational levels of learning
G Women


Organisational learning is evident from development history of the group, logo etc.



The largest part is social learning within the individual groups, discussions and reflection among
the groups.

 Individual learning is seen as important motivation
H G7


Members’ approach to learning is depends on their interpretation of the organisation, those who
interpret G7 as an umbrella organisation tend to experience individual learning within their own
independent organisation those who see G7 as the main arena for action for sustainability attach
more importance to the organisation as a learning space.



Making the local food strategy is a major challenge for G7 to face in terms of both organisational
as well as social learning.
G DLG


Organisational learning is visible considering the development history of the DLG, the events,
logo, common principles and a charter.

 Social learning happens mostly in the expert committees.
H Nat


Individual learning is the most crucial one



Social learning takes place at two levels.Rrural society develops through rural development
activities performed by participating action groups, LEADER philosophy and democratic
operating principles spread among members of Hungarian rural development society.



Organisational learning - NATURAMA improves as an organisation, and co-operation may be
exercised within this framework (currently co-operation level is showing poor performance)
I Crisop


In the early stages of network development flow of knowledge was intense and individual
learning was stimulated by the interaction between stakeholders



Progressive structuring of the network has led to a shift from individual to collective dimension of
learning



Individual, social and organizational learning are distinguishable but hardly characterizable
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separately and appear more like different levels of depth of the same process
L Biogas


Individual learning develops from knowledge needs of individual - they pursue their own diverse
learning needs



Social learning -participants interact and negotiate the norms, roles and values of biogas
production.



Social learning is especially salient in peer-to-peer smaller CoPs



Organisational learning refers to the development of entities like the study farm Vecauce.

 Learning in the Association has been limited, as it is a one-person operation
L Fruit


Individual learning develops from the knowledge needs of being a fruit-grower



Fruit LINSA is strong on peer to peer learning among farmers as well as inter-institutional
learning and collaboration between researchers and practitioners.

 Organisational learning refers to the development of entities like the LSIFG
N Care


Learning focuses on the individual learning of different skills for the entrepreneurs involved in
care farming
Forms of social or joint learning are relatively rare in the LINSA.
N Dairy


Most important learning has taken place on the individual and the organisational level



At the individual level - with every seminar/ study club farmers receives feedback on their
performance and farming practices, this contributes to their learning about their farming
strategies and practices.



The provincial government also experience some organisational learning, the province
monitored the results using their own groundwater and surface water quality monitoring systems.



The certificate route holds a promise that individual learning and improving production methods
at the level of the farm will be rewarded.

 Lack of involvement of the formal AKS in the programmes
S Naturli


Difficult to distinguish social and organisational forms of learning due to weakly developed
learning structures within the network



The network itself has no identification strong enough to organise and coordinate organisational
learning



Organisational learning mainly takes place through external initiatives such as SOLINSA or
meetings for regional coordinators etc.



Individual learning is stronger the higher one gets in the hierarchy of the network

Key points





learning at the individual level predominates and this develops from the knowledge
needs of individuals
where learning structures are weakly developed this makes it difficult to distinguish social
and organisational forms of learning (e.g. S Naturli).
acquisition of subject-specific information, particularly practical and technological
information, is seen more as an individual exercise while
interaction of members to negotiate the norms, roles and values of their LINSA is seen
as social learning
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the scale of learning correlates with the degree of formality, individual learning takes
place informally, group learning has a greater degree of organisational formality

7.5 What are the emerging needs for knowledge and skills in
the LINSA?
Partners considered the following questions:
 How well equipped/competent are the actors and institutions to meet these needs?
 To what extent is education, training and professionalization needed and provided?
 How much priority does the LINSA assign to learning and identifying current and
future learning needs?
Table 28 lists the partners’ responses for their respective LINSA.
Learning is seen as a priority for most LINSA but the focus of this learning varies. Specific
needs differ considerably and are highly individualistic. Some identify needs related to
technological, economic and social solution (e.g. L Biogas) and the need for technical and
economic knowledge remains central in some LINSA (e.g. F RAD, F Chartet, L Biogas).
However a clear need is expressed in most LINSA for other skills, such as: management,
administrative, marketing skills, communication, IT, group management as well as (or
instead of) technical or scientific skills (e.g. S Naturli, LAND, I Crisop, F Charter, G DLG, G
Women). In E B&H knowledge needs are less pressing in the ‘science’ of sustainable
development and more in reconciling this approach with more conventional approaches to
food in terms of values, policies, finance, and developing networks of action.
Managing relationships either with government or consumers is a priority skill for some (e.g.
Charte) while organisational management is a priority for others (e.g. H G7, H NAT). To
operate more effectively and deliver required strategies, larger more diffuse LINSA (e.g. H
G7, H NAT) need better organisational structure, development and culture as well as
structures for knowledge transfer, and the creation of channels for external knowledge
relations. Members in such LINSA also need to improve in project management as well as in
social, mediation, facilitation, co-operation and communication skills, particularly if they run
volunteer organisations. Some LINSA do not envisage any learning needs, for example,
CVR is a relatively closed network where experience and practice coincide and where there
is no expressed need any further assistance, new skills and abilities.
As LINSA change their learning needs change. Some LINSA’ (e.g. F Charter) learning
requirements are evolving according to new research, legislations, and new social/consumer
expectations (technical needs are continually assessed by a technical committee). For
example in S Naturli if the brand is extended and / or farms convert to organic production,
formal education and training will be needed.
With respect to ability to meet knowledge demands the situation varies. In some cases the
ability of institutional actors to provide for the knowledge needs is hampered by the project86

based funding of their activities (and therefore supply led), sometimes by insufficient ability
to find common ground (researchers-practitioners), as well as the somewhat fragmented
state of networks (e.g. L Biogas and L Fruit). Where LINSA, and learning needs, are less
complex the LINSA are able to supply the required knowledge, for example G DLG provides
well developed, professional knowledge and training to make its members more competitive
and efficient.

Key points








Learning is seen as a priority for most LINSA but the focus of learning varies
Specific needs differ considerably and are highly individualistic
In many LINSA there is a need for learning in management, IT, administrative skills as
well as organisational management and managing relationships
Technical or scientific skills are still important for some LINSA
As LINSA change their learning needs change
Some LINSA do not envisage any learning needs
Barriers to meeting needs: project-based funding, insufficient ability to find common
ground, fragmented network
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Table 28 Emerging learning needs
E B&H


Knowledge needs are less pressing in the ‘science’ of sustainable development and more in
reconciling this approach with more conventional approaches to food in terms of values, policies,
finance, and developing networks of action.



Well equipped to do this because of the novel integration of the local state with the voluntary and
community sector and good channels of communication and knowledge sharing across these
sectors



Education and training are generated from within the organisation as much as from without there is little that the conventional AKS would be able to contribute to the kinds of knowledge
that are valued within E B&H
E Perm


Permaculture design training is well catered for, skills are lacking in management, IT, marketing
etc



PA and LAND are now trying to address these needs – if resources allow



Education and training is well developed within this LINSA. It is seen as a key priority and the
LINSA is actively exploring links with the Learning College Network to accredit permaculture
courses
EU organ


Needs coordination to enable sharing of market data



Data is expensive to collect, and data owners are reluctant to share it unless they receive some
benefit from sharing.
F RAD


Continued technical learning enabled by technical committees reviewing progress

 Financial information needs due to current economic context
F Charter
 Continued technical learning and communication with consumers
G Women


High priority - practice-related learning and learning which supports professionalism.



Identifying future topics is challenging



Educational work is core element of the group – there is constant evaluation of courses and
search for new topics and ways to offer them
G DLG


Increasing demand for management knowledge, communication knowledge



Expert committees for many different areas, the organisation is always very advanced in
gathering a broad level of knowledge and can address the needs of the members



Effectively provides professional knowledge and training to make its members more competitive
and efficient.



Practice related learning and learning which increases efficiency and professionalism are of
highest priority
H G7


They need new skills, approaches, and a system for creation and transfer of knowledge. This is
the primary subject we are currently working with LINSA in the SOLINSA project.
H Nat


The two key obstacles in functioning are (1) uncertainty in external conditions (financing, rules,
the future), and (2) internal operating problems (low trust level, lack of joint project
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management).


Any further development requires external support, knowledge, and learning in the following
areas: organisation development, organisational culture (particularly to relieve internal tension
and increase level of trust and establish joint project management); channel in additional
external knowledge and relations (to support professional development); involve resources.



Learning is primarily reactive (What shall we do in this new situation?) and only secondarily is of
proactive nature (How can we improve rural development?)



Some members get significant external information which they tend do not to share with the rest
as customary in the general Hungarian practice
I CVR


CVR a relatively closed network where experience and practice coincide and where there is no
need for new skills and abilities.



Specialization, formalisation of internal relations restrict number of problems and reduce the
range of learning
I Crisop


Need to acquire expertise on group management and organization; the method of
"management" of groups and skills related to the function of “territorial animator”; communication
skills with the outside world



Priorities differ – some see it essential to learn more about how to work within a network
organizationally, others, especially are interested in the exchange with other farmers about
production techniques, development of new sales channels



The development of the learning process has followed the various stages of development and
growth of the network, responding to the needs and learning opportunities that presented
themselves.
L Biogas


Learning is a high priority in the LINSA



Production of biogas is highly complex -Intensive and diverse learning needs can be highly
individual.



The emerging needs are related to three groups of issues: technological:, economic and social
solutions the latter involving how to manage relationships with local communities and local
governments



Identification of learning needs is carried out both by formalised means (e.g. the Rural Advisory
and Training Centre has questionnaires on knowledge needs) and through ongoing interaction
by key practitioners



The ability of institutional actors to provide for the knowledge needs is hampered by the projectbased funding of their activities (for researchers), insufficient ability to find common ground
(researchers-practitioners), fragmented network (which impacts the possible activities of the
Association).



Many of the institutional drawbacks are compensated by leading individuals who are engaged in
knowledge production and dissemination..



Education and training is needed and provided by several institutions, however it is
predominantly project-based



Basic knowledge is available but members who are in / close to the central nodes benefit the
most in learning.

 The need for more coordinated learning is voiced.
L Fruit


Knowledge needs are not necessarily technical but more to do with managerial/entrepreneur
skills to optimise competitiveness, use of the state support measures for producers cooperatives



Acquisition of knowledge depends on the initiative of the interested agents and the existence of
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prior linkages.


Most active producers seek new knowledge and experience through organising study visits and
seminars;



Education and training is needed and provided by several institutions, however it is
predominantly project-based and so supply-led



Insider knowledge on available funds is needed to arrange training events



Learning is a high priority in the LINSA and there is a general awareness that all participants are
in a similar (“learners”) position
N Care


Needs relate to accreditation and courses are provided by co-operatives



Duurzaam Boer Blijven Sustainable farming network for dairy farmers(DBB) Netherlands



Future ‘needs’ are the issue of soil ‘depletion’ and what will happen after 2015 when the
European milk quota will be abolished.
Study club method has reached the end of its applicability, financial cutbacks are forcing the
province to look for cheaper options and there is a need to find a method to reach the other
80%, the mainstream of the farmers.
N Dairy


Most important learning has taken place on the individual and the organisational level



At the individual level - with every seminar/ study club farmers receives feedback on their
performance and farming practices, this contributes to their learning about their farming
strategies and practices.



The provincial government also experience some organisational learning, the province
monitored the results using their own groundwater and surface water quality monitoring systems.



The certificate route holds a promise that individual learning and improving production methods
at the level of the farm will be rewarded.

 Lack of involvement of the formal AKS in the programmes
S ACDF


Adapt the activities to the needs is a permanent challenge and there is a willingness to do it.



Aim of the SOLINSA collaboration is to find ways and means to improve it (questionnaires and
workshops)
S Naturli


Needs for knowledge and skills concern management and marketing and are only party met by
the LINSA itself



PZB (part of AKS)should be the contact point to meet knowledge needs or to help finding other
institutions with the needed knowledge and skills



If the brand should be extended and / or farms should convert to organic production, the network
will need to provide formal education and trainings



At the moment, there is no priority assigned on learning
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APPENDIX 1 –ANALYTICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The following characteristics were derived from the Conceptual framework (Deliverable 2.1).
The questions to consider within the research were developed in the conceptual framework
and within SOLINSA project meetings.
ORIGIN AND FUNCTION
Different LINSA have differing priorities in relation to market and non-market objectives.
There are also differing financial sources and mechanisms, these broadly range from full
state funding at the point of use to fully market driven funding, paid for by consumers at point
of use and at full economic cost. Questions to consider:


How did the LINSA evolve (diverse, emerging) and into what form?



What are the policy principles, policy instruments and financial arrangements for
successful LINSAs in different national and regional contexts?

SCALE
Some LINSA operate locally paying full attention to local conditions, circumstances and local
knowledge, and having a local influence only. Others operate only nationally or
internationally, responding to national and European policies and exhortations. There is also
a range of LINSA in between these two scales. Questions to consider:


What type of “association” is the LINSA?: Degree of formality; Degree of complexity;
Diversity of actors involved: types and role in the network; Approximate number of
nodes; Geographical coverage; Diversity of activities performed



How is LINSA structured?

DEGREE OF INTEGRATION
Networks and communities: some LINSA develop as singular entities, some as communities
of practice (with strong internal linkages and strong boundaries) with less strong internal ties
and external boundaries. Questions to consider:


What are the mechanisms of network development?



What are the learning and innovation processes?



How the processes of innovation and learning occur?



Should LINSA be considered a COP, NOP, WOIP, constellation of practice, innovation
network?

LEVEL OF INNOVATION
1

Questions to consider:


Does the Linsa show incremental to radical of innovation



How do LINSA support socio-technical transition to sustainability?



Is the LINSA a novelty, a niche or a change in the regime?

GOVERNANCE
Questions to consider:


Differing governance structures: broadly speaking these range from top down to bottom
up.



Power relations?



What are the processes (communication, decision making, problem solving, dynamics)
that enable or hinder the effectiveness of the network?



What is the role of social movements?

LEVEL OF LEARNING
Some LINSA adopt co-learning, making use of ‘insider’ knowledge. Others adopt imposed
learning, making use of ‘outsider’ knowledge. Many LINSA operate in between these two
extremes. Questions to consider:


What are the tasks, roles and emerging needs for knowledge and skills of actors and
institutions and the consequences for education and training?



What are the learning approaches, methods and tools used in LINSA? Why are they
used and how effective are they in the applied context?



What is the role of brokers?

2

APPENDIX 2 RESEARCH GUIDE FOR COLLECTING
DATA ON ANALYTICAL CHARACTERISTICS
This Research Guide was developed for SOLINSA partners to carry out research in their
respective LINSA. It was developed form the conceptual framework and from discussions
during WP4 meetings. Table refers to specific sections in D 2.1 the Conceptual framework
(Brunori et al., 2012)
Characteristics

Suggested methods

ORIGIN
AND
FUNCTION

Descriptive – explored
learning workshops
Critical moments reflection

Analytical Questions
in

first

Innovation history analysis
Systematically revisiting the history of
innovation in the network along with
the successes and failures and the
causes will provide a rich description
of the network’s evolution

How did the LINSA evolve (diverse,
emerging) and into what form? (D2.1,
section 3)
What are the policy principles, policy
instruments and financial arrangements
for successful LINSA in different national
and regional contexts? (D2.1, section 4.6)

Suggested tool(s):
Narrative inquiry
Force field analysis.
(can be done in conjunction with
temporality)

Participatory appraisal
SCALE
Tools:
Interviews (small networks)
Participatory
mapping
networks)

(larger

What type of “association” is the LINSA?:
Degree of formality; Degree of complexity;
Diversity of actors involved: types and role
in the network; Approximate number of
nodes; Geographical coverage; Diversity
of activities performed
How is LINSA structured?: 1st level
characterises a simple network; 2nd level
characterises links between networks;3rd
level characterises networks of complex
networks

DEGREE
OF
INTEGRATION

Analytical tools from WP5 or other
(non workshop) methods needed for
CoP and NoP analysis?
Network analysis

What are the mechanisms of network
development?
What are the learning and innovation
processes?

3

Possible tools:
Focus group
Participatory mapping

How the processes of innovation and
learning occur? (a) the way of belonging
to LINSA [Mutual engagement,
Joint enterprise,
Shared repertoire]; (b) Participation and
reification; (c) construction of meanings;
(d) boundary work [boundary objects,
brokers, boundary interactions].
Should LINSA be considered a COP,
NOP, WOIP, constellation of practice,
innovation network? (D2.1, section 3.1)

LEVEL
OF
INNOVATION
radical
and
incremental

Analytical
How? Tools from WP5?
Joint visioning

How do LINSA support socio-technical
transition to sustainability?
Is the LINSA a novelty, a niche or a
change in the regime?

Innovation history analysis
Examining what innovation has
happened in the past, while
examining which direction network
members envisage for the future will
inform an assessment of the
willingness of the network to ‘break
the rules’.

Is the LINSA focused on incremental
innovation, mobilizing and applying
existing knowledge in given contexts or it
is a network that ‘breaks the rules’ of
dominant socio-technical systems and
builds up new economic spaces endowed
with their own rules, actors, and artefacts?

Suggested tool(s):
Narrative inquiry
Participative mapping
GOVERNANCE

Network analysis
Network analysis addresses the
fundamental question of ‘how does
this network work?
Possible
matrix

tools:

System

analysis

Focus groups
[Supplemented by interviews]

Power relations: inside LINSA and
inside/outside LINSA. Who is excluded
from the LINSA and why is he/she/they/it
excluded?
What are the processes (communication,
decision
making,
problem
solving,
dynamics) that enable or hinder the
effectiveness of the network?(D2.1,
section 4.6)
What is the role of social movements?
(framing and/or production of new
product)
How is LINSA structured as a knowledge
system?
(communication
patterns,
communication infrastructures, memories,
access to and retrieval of information,

4

intellectual property rules, validation of
information)
Framing?
LEVEL
OF
LEARNING
(imposed or colearning

Analytical
How? Tools from WP5?
Participatory appraisal.

What are the tasks, roles and emerging
needs for knowledge and skills of actors
and institutions and the consequences for
education and training? (D2.1, section
4.5)

Possible tools:
System analysis matrix
Focus groups
Participatory appraisal.
Possible tools:
System analysis matrix
Focus groups

What are the learning approaches,
methods and tools used in LINSA? Why
are they used and how effective are they
in the applied context? (D2.1, section 3.1)
Which methods are most appropriate for
capacity building/collective learning?
What are the processes that enable or
hinder learning structures? (D2.1, section
3.2)
What is the role of brokers? (D 2.1,
section 4.6)

Participatory appraisal.
Network analysis

What is the effect of the power
relationships within the LINSA (D2.1,
sections 4.6 & 4.7)

Possible tools: Participatory mapping
Focus groups
Force field analysis
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